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I . I NTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Managers in all industries, including the Department of
Defense <DoD)> are faced with the task of providing a
product or service in a timely and efficient manner. This
task becomes more difficult as the work to be accomplished
is either more diversified or the manager is required to
delegate the responsibilities for accomplishing the tasks or
sub tasks to various people within his organization.
Complexity increases if the manager must rely on someone
outside of his or her immediate authority for input to the
final product.
The role of the mid-level manager in the Department of
Defense has become more and more diversified and complex as
the sophistication of defense systems has increased. The
reductions in staffing levels along with limitations on
•resources available require the manager to not only optimize
efficiency but also closely monitor time sensitive issues.
The advent of office automation throughout the
Government has proven to have both advantages and
disadvantages. The availability of stand alone
micro-computers provides for rapid analysis of specific
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problems such as statistical computations. The average
mid-level manager now has at his disposal powerful hardware
and software that he quite often cannot use effectively.
These sophisticated tools, in many instances, provide more
computational power than the manager needs or has time to
learn to use. Elaborate commercially available software has
been developed that will provide assistance in a wide range
of areas. The typical manager does not require the full
capabilities of these packages and therefore cannot afford
to devote the time necessary to utilize them efficiently.
Quite often, subsets of these commercial packages are all
that' are needed. Therefore, the manager, lacking either the
time or the expertise, does not avail himself or herself of
these tools.
What the mid-level managers need is software tailored
more specifically to their operations. The use of a small
scale management information system could prove highly
beneficial to many managers within the Department of
Defense
.
B. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Can a stand alone, versatile and manageable information
system be developed to assist the mid-level manager in
planning, monitoring and controlling workload along with
evaluating operational performance within available .'
resources?
Some other relevant questions that were addressed
include but are not limited to:
1. Can existing software be employed or must software
be developed?
2. What are the subsequent hardware requirements for the
preferred software?
3. How compatible are the software and hardware require-
ments to existing DoD resources
4. How flexible is the selected software should future
modifications to the system be needed?
The management information model developed in this
thesis uses commercially available software. The system
will operate on micro-computers operating under the
Mlcr'osoft Disk Operating System (MS-DOS). The software used
allows modifications to the management information system
should future requirements change. Micro-computers using
MS-DOS are currently in the DoD inventory.
The balance of this thesis will describe the methods
used in developing the management information system along
with step by step instructions on how the user would access
and use the system.
C. SCOPE
The main thrust of this thesis was to determine the
feasibility of developing a relatively small scale
management information system. Once such a system proved
feasible, a model was developed. The system, or one similar
to the system developed, will provide the manager with a
resource/decision tool for assisting in fulfilling time
sensitive managerial responsibilities.
The management information system actually presented In
tliis paper was designed around tlie Operations Research!
Society of America's <ORSA) three tiered process of .
reviewing and approving articles that are submitted for
inclusion into the Society's bimonthly journal.
The Society's review and acceptance for publication of
articles that are submitted is based upon a three tiered
process. Articles are submitted to the editor who has the
overall responsibility for the articles that are eventually
published in the ORSA journal. The editor assigns each
article he receives to an area editor. The selection of the
area editor depends upon subject area of the article
submitted. The area editors, in turn, forward the articles
to the actual reviewers. There is a special interest group
(SIG) chairman for each subject area.
Authors of prospective articles may submit their
articles directly to the area editors. In cases where this
occurs, the receiving area editor must inform the editor of
the proposed articles so that the editor can maintain
control over the entire operation.
The editor must assure that articles are reviewed in a
timely manner. He must also maintain an overall view of
which subject areas have the most activity, what are the
relevdnt statistics associated with review and publication
times, and, what are the acceptance rates of submitted
articles within the various subject areas.
The editor has the task of reviewing, accepting and
publishing articles for the Society's journal but without
definitive authority over the two lower tiers in the review
process. He must also respond to the queries of the SIG
chairmen and submitting authors concerning the level of
activity within the various subject areas, the acceptance
status and expected publication dates of articles that were
subm I ttted.
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1 1 . METHODOLOGY
A. SOFTWARE
The selection of appropriate software was based upon a
personal survey of software currently available in the
marketplace. Evaluation criteria for the software included:
1. Current availability,
2. Ease of use,
3. Flexibility,
4... Interactive capability,
5. Established reputation with computer users,
6. Programmabi 1 i ty and,
7. Available support from the vendor.
Some of the currently available software packages that
were reviewed included:
1. Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony from Lotus Development Corp.
2. Framework and dBaselll from Ashton-Tate
3. Turbo Pascal and Reflex from Borland International
4. Fortran 77 from Digital Research
5. Microsoft Fortran from Microsoft, Corp.
6. R:base 5000 from Microrim, Inc.
The software used in developing the system was dBaselll
from Ashton-Tate. This software is well accepted by computer
11
users. The software can be used by novices using the
integral interactive mode provided by the package. The
dBaselll package allows programming of functions and
procedures that are specialized to the user. A system
design within dBaselll can be operated by a user having
minimal knowledge of dBaselll itself. If the operator can
load the software onto the computer, the data base
management system that was developed can be accessed and
ut i 1 ized.
The user must provide the dBaselll software to use the
management information system that was developed.
B. HARDWARE
The management information system and dBaselll can be
run on most computers that use the Microsoft Disk Operating
System, known in the industry as MS-DOS. The MS-DOS used
must be version 2.1 or later.
The management information system was developed on a
micro-computer with MS-DOS 2.11. The available storage
consisted of a standard 360 kilobyte floppy disk drive and a
10 megabyte hard disk. The system has 640 kilobytes of
available random access memory (RAM).
Although a hard disk is a great convenience, the
management information system can be used with a system
having a minimum of two 360 kilobyte floppy disk drives.
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C, DATABASE DESIGN
The databases were developed around the ORSA
requirements for reviewing, accepting or rejecting and
publishing articles that are submitted for inclusion in the
bimonthly ORSA journal. Three different databases were
deemed necessary:
1. A publication database to accommodate information
specific to each article submitted;
2. An author database for information on authors sub-
mitting articles; and,
3. An area editor and SIG chairman database for adminis-
trative information on the area editors and the special
interest group chairmen.
4; A subject category database containing subject category
codes and subject titles. These are assigned to articles
depending upon the related subject area.
The size of each field within a database was determined
by a combination of sampling and logical interpretation.
The size of the fields for article title, author names and
author's affiliation were determined by sampling articles
that have been published in the ORSA journal over the last
three years (1983 - 1985). The results of the sampling are







Article title 269 67.1 20.7
Author names 433 14.5 2.8
Author affiliations 71 26.5 11.6
The final size of these data fields were Increased over
their means to all the majority of the article titles,
author names and author affiliations to be entered
completely into the appropriate databases.
.Two additional databases are included in the management
information system. These are the historical publications
data base and the historical authors database. These two
databases allow archiving records that require no further
action.. This capability to archive records provides two
distinct benefits.
1. Statistics on past performance can be retained.
This historical database can be removed from the system
until it is needed for updates.
2. The primary databases can be purged of historical
information thereby reducing the size of the database and
providing a savings in processing time.
The database structure for the publications
database is provided in Table 2.
1^
TABLE 2
STRUCTURE FOR PUBLICATIONS DATABASE
Field Name Data Type Field Size Field Content
TITLE Character 100
SUBNUMB Numer ic 5






















Accept /re ject date
Publ icat ion date
Total record length 150 characters
The database structure depicted in Table 2 applies
to both the current and historical publications data bases
2 . Authors_Dat abase
Both the current authors database and the
historical authors database have the same structure. This
structure is illustrated in Table 3.
TABLE 3
STRUCTURE FOR AUTHORS DATABASE
















1st address 1 ine





Total record length 205 characters
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3 . Area_Edit or s_Database
The area editors database is unique in that- it
contains information about two groups of people. These are
the area editors and the special interest group chairmen.
The content of this database unlike the publication or
author databases is essentially fixed. The information
contained applies primarily to the administrative functions
of the ORSA operation. The area editor represents the second
level of the three tiered review system. The information in
this database will need to be updated only when an area
editor or a SIG chairman is replaced. The structure of the
database is reflected In Table 4,
^ • Subj^ec t_Categor2_Dat abase
The subject category database is provided merely
as an online reference to the subject category numbers and
the subjects themselves. The subject category numbers are
two or three digit numbers that cross reference an article
with a specific subject area. Each author Is required to
suggest three subject areas that the article that is being
submitted could be classified under. These category numbers
are used for annual indices of articles that were published
by the Society.
This database is probably the most static of all the
databases provided. The structure of this database consists
of only two fields both of which contain character data.
16
The first is the CATNUMB field which is three chd.racters
wide and contains the subject category number. The other is
the SUBJECT field' which is 60 characters wide and contains
the subject title.
TABLE 4
AREA EDITOR AND SIG CHAIRMAN DATABASE
Field Name Data Type Field Size Field Content
Subject area code
Subject area title
Area editor last name
Editor first name
Editor's affiliation
1st address 1 ine







1st address 1 ine






D. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM PROGRAMS & FILES
The programs used in the management information system
were written using the language inherent in dBaselll. This
allows any prospective user to merely load dBaselll onto his
system and immediately access the management information
system. Once the system is initialized, using the system is




















Total record length 502 charac
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respoQding to prompts. This enables the occasional user to
use the elaborate structures within dBaselll without having
to have any Intimate knowledge of the software package.
The system is comprised of database files, executable
programs, format flies, label structure files, and index
files.
The database files are the core of the entire system.
All other files and programs perform functions and
calculations based upon the contents of the database files.-
The structure of the data base files were previously
depicted in Table 2 through Table 4.
The purpose of the remaining files and programs are
further detailed in the subsequent sections,
^ • Execu tab l,e_Pro2rams
The executable programs perform some action on the
databases. There are twenty-seven programs in the system.
All of these programs have the file extension iPRG. A
flow chart depicting the relationship between the programs
and the menu selections available to the user is contained
in Appendix A. A full text listing of each of these programs
is provided in Appendix B. Table 5 lists the names and
functions of the executable programs as they exist on the
computer system.
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The format files in dBaselll serve two purposes.
The format file allows the program to specify a specific
screen layout for the information that must either be
presented to the user or received from the user. This
type of file can be created once and used repeatedly in the
same or different executable programs. This feature greatly
reduces the amount of programming code that must be written.
All dBaselll format files have the extension ^FHT. The names
and functions of the eight format files used in this management
information system are provided at Table 6. Full text listings of
these files are also provided in Appendix A.
3 . Li^e j,_Fiie s
The label files provided in this system enable the
user to print mailing labels for either the area editors or
the SIG chairmen. The format of these files is for standard
3 1/2 inch by 15/15 inch labels. These labels are limited to
five lines of text with each line having a limit of 35 charac-
ters. In dBaselll^ label files are assigned the extension ^LBL.
The files TEDITOR and TSIG provide mailing labels for the area
editors and the SIG chairmen, respectively.
Index files in dBaselll allow programs to access
databases in a specific order. These files provide the same
function as sorting except that they execute faster, require
IQ
less storage space and are automatically updated as items are
added to or removed from the database. The default extension
for Index files is ^NDX. This system uses eleven
different index files. The names and functions of these files



































in re V iew
EXECUTABLE PROGRAMS & THEIR FUNCTIONS
Funct i on
Menu for selecting which articles to check the
age since receipt or return for modification.
Provides statistics on the average times from
submission to acceptance /re ject i on, publication.
Archives and deletes a selected article.
Archives and deletes all articles that have
been publ ished .
Deletes a selected article.
Menu to delete or archive and delete
Edit an existing record.
Menu to select what is to be edited.
Edit the area editor or SIG chairmen
Check age of articles that are still
Input new records to the publications and
authors databases.
Main menu of the management information system.
Check the time since an article was return to
the author for modification.
Review or print articles by acceptance status.
Review or print all articles in the publications
databases.
Review or print articles within
subject area code.
Review or print articles with a
category number.
Review or print an article with
submission number.
Review or print information from the
databases
.
Review or print information about a specific
area editor code.
Select whether to print mailing labels for the
area editors or the SIG chairmen.
Review or print information about a specific
area SIG chairman.
Review or print subject category numbers and
titles.
Provides counts and percentages for various
acceptance status codes on the publications.
Menu to select which database is to be reviewed
in what format.




















FORMAT FILES & THEIR FUNCTIONS
Funct i on
This file paints the screen for editing author
inf ormat i on
.
Provides the layout to enter information for a
new author.
Constructs a menu layout for selecting a subject
area to be acted upon.
The format screen for editing information in the
publication database
Formats the screen for insertion of new articles
into the publication database.
Provides the user with formatted information for
the area editors.
Paints the menu for available options in reviewing
or printing articles from the publication database
Provides the user with formatted information for
the special interest group chairmen.
TABLE 7




















Indexes the area editor and SIG
base by subject area.
Indexes the authors by last and first
Indexes authors by submission number.
Indexes the historical author by lastname
and firstname.
Indexes the historical publications by subject
area and submission number.
Indexes by submission number the historical
publications data base.
Indexed the publications data base by acceptance
status code.
Indexes publications by subject and submission
number
.
Indexes the publications by submission number.
Indexes the subject category file by subject
category number.
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III. MANAGEMENT, I NFORMATI ON_SYSTEM_gPER ATI ON
A. SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND STARTUP
Installation of this system requires only that all the
programs provided on the disk be maintained on the same
drive. If a hard disk is available, all programs can be
copied to that drive. Should space become a problem,
especially on a floppy disk, the historical files can be
moved to another disk. However, if the historical files are
remaved from the system disk, archiving and deleting records
cannot be accomplished from the menu driven system. It
would be necessary to reinstall these files prior to
attempting an archive operation.
Accessing the management Information system requires two
steps beyond computer boot-up. First, dBaselll must be
initialized. Secondly, the command "do TMENU" must be input
at the dBaselll dot prompt. This command and all subsequent
commands depicted in this section are input without the
quotation marks. From this point on, the entire management
information system is menu driven.
B. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE SYSTEM
The management information system was developed with the
user in mind. In all instances, the databases are
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safeguarded from normal user errors. If an invalid entry is
attempted, the current menu will eiti^er be redisplayed or an
error message will be given before the user is allowed to
retry an entry. Prompts are displayed throughout system
execution whenever Input is required from the user.
C, START-UP AND MAIN MENU
The first message that is presented when the system is
initiated with the command "do. TMENU" from the dBaselll dot
prompt is:
Today is Day of Week, Month Date, Year
If this is not the correct date enter N then
reboot your system with the current date.
If the date is correct then hit Y to continue.
Enter N or Y:
For the management information system to operate
correctly, it is absolutely necessary that the current date
be correct whenever any articles are entered, edited or
deleted. Statistics provided by the system also require the
correct current date. Many computer systems are equipped
with a clock calendar that automatically sets the correct
time and date. On other systems, the user is asked to enter
the correct time and date as part of the operating system
ini t ial izat ion.
Once the correct date is established by answering "Y" or
rebooting, the main menu will be presented.
2^
PubllodtloQS Database System




2. Edit existing records
3. Review/Print entries
4. Check age of publications
5. Report statistics
6. De le te /Arch i ve records
X. Exit to DOS
RETURN Exit to DBASE
Enter selection:
Each of these options will be depicted in the sections
that follow.
D. .ADD NEW ENTRIES
This is the first option available from the main menu.
Selection of this option enables the user to enter new
articles into the publication database and relevant authors
to the authors database. After selecting this option, you
will be prompted to enter the title of the article being
input into the database. After the title is input, the
system will automatically assign the next submission number
that is available.
For illustrative purposes assume that the number 8 is
the next available submission number. The system will
display the following screen:
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Submission number (XXXXX): 8
Title (100 characters max):
Solving 0-1 Integer Programming Problems Arising from
Large Scale Planning Models
Number of authors (X):
Submission date (MM/DD/YY): 06/11/86
First subject category number (XXX):
Second subject category number (XXX):
Third subject category number (XXX):
Area editor subject abbreviation (XXXXX):
DABN DIS DNFP HCSSI I CS NRMEE
OPT ORP PSIMM SIESM SSPS SPTA
(Hit PgDn to move to author file.)
The system automatically assigns the submission number
along with the current date and displays the title that was
entered. All information can now be filled in for the
article in question. Although automatically entered^ the
submission number and the submission date can be modified if
desired. Modifying the submission number would only be
reasonable if an earlier submission number had been deleted
and the user choose to reuse that number. Modifying the
submission date would be appropriate if the user "batches"
several entries before updating the database. The user
would simply write over the current date with the actual
date of receipt. Any entry can be ignored by hitting the
return key. The user may move freely among all data fields
by using the up and down cursor arrows. The only exception
to this is if the last field of the record is completely
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filled In or the return key Is pressed while In this field.
At that point, the system will automatically transfer to the
author input screen.
When all the information has been entered, the system
will automatically present the user with the entry screen
for the authors. This screen will be repeated a number of
times equal to the value specified in the "Number of
authors" field. The author input screen is depicted below-.
The submission number is inserted automatically. If the
submission number was modified in the article entry screen,
the submission number in the author screen must be modified
also. The submission number is the linkage between the
authors and the publications databases. Therefore, these
numbers must match In both the publication database and the
author database
.
Submission number is (XXXXX): 8
Author's last name (15 max):
First name and initial (12 max):
Author's affiliation (50 max):
First address line (30 max):
Second address line (30 max):
City (20 max)
:





Hit PgDn for next author.
As before, the user can skip the entry of data for any
fields or return to fields to add more information or
2^
correct errors. After the information for all the authors
has been provided, the user will be asked to enter the title
of the next article. At this point the user may continue to
enter information for more articles or return to the main
menu by simply hitting the enter key.
E. EDIT EXISTING RECORDS
This is the second option on the main menu. Selection
of this option presents the user with three choices.
1, Edit the publications database.
2. Edit area editors and SIG chairmen files.
J^ETURN - exit this menu.
Enter cho ice
:
Choices one and two both allow the user to edit records
that have previously been entered. The procedure is
essentially the same regardless of which database is
selected for modification. The only significant difference
is that the publication database uses the submission number
to select the desired record while the area editors and SIG
chairman database prompt the user for the subject area
code. To continue with our initial example, assume that
option one is chosen. When asked for a submission number
suppose a value of 8 is entered. If the user is uncertain
about the submission number that he wants to edit, option 3
of the main menu should be used to review articles and
28
verify the submlsslori number. The syst-em nest presents the




Ti tie ( 100 max)
Solving 0-1 Integer Programming Problems Arising from
Large Scale Planning Models
Acceptance code (X); H
H: in review A: accepted R: rejected
P: published M: returned for modification
3
Acceptance/Rejection date (MM/DD/YY): / /
Publication date (MM/DD/YY): / /
Submission date (MM/DD/YY): 06/11/86
Area editor subject abbreviation (XXXXX): ORP
DABN DIS DNFP HCSSI I C3 NRMEE
OPT ORP PSIMM SIESM SSPS SPTA
Number of authors (X): 3
F.irst subject category number (XXX): 181
Second subject category number (XXX): 625
Third subject category number (XXX):
The first of 3 author(s) is: Johnson
(Hit PgDn to move to author file)
This screen shows all the Information that was Initially
entered for this submission number. The acceptance code (H)
was added by the system automatically at the time the record
was entered. It is assumed that when an article is first
input into the system, it is the beginning of the review
process. There should be no concern if the title displayed
in the edit screen splits a word at the end of a line. In
fact, a break In a word will occur frequently for titles
having 76 or more characters. The title which has a field
large enough to hold 100 characters is Internally massaged
to prevent breaks within words when reports are generated.
2Q
The author name displayed in this form cannot be modified.
It is provided solely for reference purposes. The author
records can be modified with the next edit screen.
One word of warning about changing the "Number of
authors" field in the publication database: there are no
provisions for increasing or decreasing the number of
authors for a given article or submission number^ within the
edit module. It was assumed that the number of authors
attributable to an article would be known when an article
was first received. Should it be necessary to reduce or
increase the number of authors, the best method is to delete
that submission number and then re-enter it. Some data may
be lost for statistical reporting purposes but this should
be minimal provided that the change is made within a
relatively short period of time after the article was first
input into the system.
When all necessary modifications have been made to the




Submission number Is: 8
Author's last name (15 max): Johnson
First name & initial (12 max): Ellis L.
Author's affiliation (50 max):
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center
First address line (30 max):
Second address line (30 max):
City (20 max): Yorktown Heights




(Hit PgDn for next author.)
This screen will provide the same information that was
initially input. After the last author record corresponding
to a given submission number has been modified the user will
be asked to. enter another submission number. Simply hit
enter to return to the previous menu or enter another number
to continue editing.
F. REVIEW/PRINT ENTRIES
The third option presents the user with the following
menu .
REVIEW & PRINT OPTIONS Selection:
1. Publications 2. Authors
3. Area editors 4. SIG Chairmen
5. Mailing labels 6. Sub. categories
7. Toggle Current /Histor ical Status: C
8. Toggle Screen/Printer Status: S
RETURN - Exit this menu
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This sub-menu provides the options to review or print
information from all of the indicated databases.
Information can be reviewed or printed in many different
forms. These will be illustrated shortly.
A few comments should be made on some of these options.
Option 7 and option 8 are toggles to select whether the
information reviewed will be on current or historical
databases and whether the output device will be the monitor
screen or the printer. The defaults for data to be reviewed
are the current databases represented by the status letter
"C". Selection of option 7 will change the status to "H" for
historical database. The default for the output device Is
the monitor screen represented by status letter "S".
Toggling this option will change the status letter to "P"
for printer. Both of these toggles can be changed anytime
from this menu.
Selection of the first option from this
sub-menu provides information on articles in several different
forms. The specific selection criterion is chosen by indicating
a choice from the following menu.
32
SELECTION CRITERION FOR REVIEWING ARTICLES
A. A specific submission number.
B. A specific area.
C. A particular acceptance status.
D. A subject category number.
E. All entries in the database.
RETURN - Exit this menu
State your preference:
All options on this menu provide the same Information
for the specified selection criteria. To illustrate,
suppose that option "A" is selected. The output is
summarized as shown below.
NUMB: 8 SUB: 06/11/86 Solving 0-1 Integer Programming
AREA: ORP A/R: / / Problems Arising from Large Scale
STAT: H PUB: / / Planning Models
AUTHOR: Johnson (3) CAT: 181 625
Hit any key to continue... Q to abort...
As can be readily seen> this is the same Information
that was input but formatted more compactly for more
efficient printing or reviewing. Had the user selected
options "B", "C", "D" or "E" the same type of information
would be displayed except that, possibly, multiple records
would be provided. If the screen was selected as the output
device, four articles to a screen will be displayed followed
by a request to hit a key to continue or "Q" to quit. This
is done to prevent the information from scrolling off the
screen before the user can review it. The "Q" option
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provides the user a means to abort review without waiting
for all entries to be displayed. If the printer is the
selected output device, all articles that meet the selection
criteria are printed.
Selection of option 2 will display Information
on the authors based upon the choice selected from the option
menu below.
AUTHOR SELECTION MENU
A. All authors sorted by last name.
L. All authors for a given last name.
N. All authors for a given submission number.
RETURN - to exit.
If "N" for submission number is selected, the user must
input the submission number desired. Below is the
information for submission number 8 entered.
Johnson, Ellis L. Sub#: 8
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, New York 99999 555-555-5555
This type of review may be used to find an author's
telephone number, address or affiliation. Information will
be displayed for every author having the selected submission
number. Selection of the "A" option will display all the
authors in the database alphabetically sorted by last name.
Option "L" will prompt the user for a last name. All
•3^
authors In the database having the given last name will be
displayed. Provisions are available to allow the user to
abort the screen display of records at any time.
3 • Are a_EdXt o r s /,S I.G_Chair me n
Options 3 and 4, area editors and SIG chairmen
provide the same type of information. The difference is only
that one option is for the administrative information on the
area editors and the other is information on the chairman of the
special interest group associated with that area. Though not
illustrated here, the information presented is in the same format
as for the review of authors.
This option enables the user to review on
screen or print mailing labels for the area editors or the SIG
chairmen. The format is designed for printing on standard one
wide 3 1/2 by 15/16 inch labels. This size label will accommodate
five lines of text with a maximum of 35 characters per line. The












The sample of asterisks enables the user to properly
align the label stock on the printer prior to printing the
actual information. One may request as many samples as
necessary to properly align the printer forms.
5 • SubJ.ect_Cate30rj.es
Option 6 will display either individual subject
category numbers with the full title or list all numbers
and titles to the screen or printer. Individual display is
selected by subject category number. This listing
is probably most useful as a quick reference to an individual
category title.
G, CHECK AGE OF PUBLICATIONS
This module allows the user to determine how long
submitted articles have been out for review or how long it
has been since an article was returned for modification.
The records can be reviewed for ages in four different
intervals of time:
A. More than 3 months but less than 6 months.
B. More that 6 months and- less than 9 months.
C. Over 9 months but less than one year.
D. Greater than one year.
The information displayed with each of these options is
exactly the same except for the time elapsed since
submission or return for modification. These times given in
3^
days will fall within the i-m\^ti of the selected option. The
records will be displayed one at a time but the program will
search the entire database and display in turn all of the
records that meet the selected age. Following is an
Illustration of what the record would look like.
Submission number is: 4
Review area is: DABN
This is a test of the age checking program.
This document was submitted on 03/07/86.
Days elapsed since submission: 96
The first of 1 author(s) is: Williams
Press any key to continue
..One further set of options is available for the age
check. The check can be conducted for the entire database
or for a specified area of review. The area selection menu
looks 1 ike this .
STATISTICS GENERATED FOR AREA:
A. Decision Analysis B. Defense & Intl Sec.
C. Distribution/Networks D. Health Care
E. Computer Science F. Natural Resource Mgmt
Energy & Environment
G. Optimization H. OR Practice
I. Production/Scheduling/ J, Simulation/Evaluation
Inventory/Matls Mgmt of Stochastic Models
K. Social Sciences L. Stoch. Proc & Applicns
and Publ ic Sector
M. Aggregate (ALL) RETURN - to exit
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H. REPORT STATISTICS
This segment of the system reports statistics on two
different areas. Each of the two options allows the user to
select, as in the age-check module, a specific subject area
or the entire database.
The first option will provide descriptive statistics
from the publications database. These statistics include
3
the count of the number of articles by acceptance code and
percentage of the total. Sample output generated with this
option is presented below.











The second option will provide in days the mean and
standard deviation of the time required to accept, reject,
or publish articles. The overall acceptance rate is also









SUMMARY IN DAYS for ALL
Submission to acceptance
Submission to rejection







Rejected 3 50.00 Rate
Published 0.00 50.0%
Total 6 100,00
.If there are no articles for a specific acceptance code,
the fields in the summary statistics will be filled with
asterisks. For the quantity and percentage columns the
absence of articles meeting a specific acceptance code Is
reflected by zeros.
I. DELETE/ARCHIVE RECORDS
Three options are available in this module for deleting
and archiving records no longer needed in the active
databases. The first option will allow the user to delete
an article and all relevant authors by inserting an
article's submission number. The article Is displayed for
the user's approval before It Is deleted. The user is asked
to confirm the deletion of the record.
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Option two allows the user to archive an article before
deleting it. Selection is again based on submission
number. As before, the user is required to verify the
record that will be archived and deleted.
The third option la designed to archive and delete all
articles that have an acceptance code "P" (published). This
option will probably be run at infrequent intervals to
simply reduce the size of the active databases. A warning
Is Issued prior to execution of this program that no
published articles will remain in the database. A potential
impact of running this option is that any statistics
generated after this option will not reflect anything about
articles that were published.
Upon termination of any of these three options, a
message will be displayed alerting the user that files are "
being packed and that the process will take some time. This
will occur even though the user may have decided to abort
deleting or archiving. This will cause no problems since
packing a file removes only the records that have been
marked for deletion. If no records were requested for
deletion then packing will not cause any removals.
J. EXIT TO DOS / EXIT TO DBASE
The last two selections on the main menu--X and
RETURN--are the termination of execution of this management
information system. Exiting to DOS (X) takes the user out
^0
of the mdrid9ement- Information system and out of dBaselll,
while exiting to dBase--by hitting RETURN--leaves the
environment of the management information system and places
the user at the dot prompt in dBase.
K, USE OF DBASE DOT PROMPT
For those managers familiar with the dBaselll software,
it is advised that the database files provided on the disk
not be modified from the dot prompt. Programs in the
management information system check what items are being
edited or added. Some of these operations are critical to
the reporting of correct and valid statistics. Average
times for the various review and processing stages will not
be accurately reflected if acceptance status codes are
modified outside of the menu environment. Time that an
article is returned for modification will not be captured if
the acceptance status code of "M" is changed from the dot
prompt. One exception to this would be to delete erroneous
entries that must re-enter immediately. Should this be
necessary, the "BROWSE" command can be used from the dot
prompt. The operator must assure that the correct database
and indices are present prior to issue ing the browse
command. For the publications database the command to enter
prior to browse is "use TPUB index TPUBSBN, TPUBARSB>
TPUBACC". The corresponding command for the authors database
is "use TAUTH index TAUTHSBN, TATNAME"
.
^1
The preferred method or correcting an error Is to delete
that entire submission number and re-enter the information.
^2
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This project began by investigating the feasibility of
developing a stand alone management information system that
would assist the mid-level manager in planning, monitoring
and controlling workload along with evaluating the
operational performance within available resources.
Literature research of database development and available
commercial software for micro-computers indicated that such
a small scale management information system was feasible.
The dBaselll software package by Ashton-Tate was
selected as being appropriate for the development of this
system. The necessary databases and programs were developed
around the Operations Research Society of America's three
tiered review process for accepting and publishing articles
in their bimonthly journal. The total system that was
developed can be stored on one floppy disk having a total
storage capacity of 360 kilobytes. A similar system could
most likely be developed using other commercially available
software. However, the storage and hardware requirements of
other software were not ascertained. This would require
designing the entire system with whatever other software
appeared to be appropriate.
^3
The dBdselll software will operate oa most
micro-computers using the Microsoft Disk Operating System
(MS-DOS). This type of computer is currently in DoD
inventory and there are no reasons to believe that this
hardware will become outdated in the foreseeable future.
Since micro-computers are stand alone units, almost any
DoD element could tailor this type of management information
system to their particular operation. The dBaselll software
provides great flexibility for any future needed
modifications to the system programs. The modular design of
the system would not necessitate complete revision of all
the programs currently implemented. It is quite likely that
required modifications would affect only parts of some
programs.
Although the system development was based upon the ORSA
scenario, a similar management information system could be
developed for any operation that has time critical functions
to perform, monitor and evaluate. This type of system is
especially suited to control workload and program execution
when responsibility for accomplishing sub-tasks of any
project lie outside the immediate authority of the
responsible manager.
L^Li.
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24. R
APPENDIX B SYSTEM PROGRAMS & FILES
i TAGEflNU.PRS
f This prograa allows the user to select either age check on
i' the articles that are still in review or articles that
* have been returned for iiiodification.
do while .1.
ilear
store ' ' to liCHOICE
i 5,5 say '1. Check the age of articles still in the ' +
;
' review process.'
9 7,5 say '2. Check the age of articles that have been ' +
;
'returned for aodification.'
§ 9,5 say 'RETURN - to exit this laenu.'
'1 12,5 say 'Enter your selection: ' get MCHOICE picture 'I'
read
If .not. fICHOICE $ ' 12'
loop
endii




case MCHOICE = '1'
do THQLDAiiE
case MCHOICE = '2'
do IMODAiJE
endcase MCHOICE




+ TrU5 p'lji'Sui :3i.;ulattf5 the iVtfJG* ''•'•'t tfOrtii Suu.'.llsaiOrl iO iCC Jp'i^lC r,
t
-iuaiaiiiiori to puolication, a'.ciptanc- f.o puDhcition, subtiij-aion to
'
.•rjtfCi;iC'ri, infl sUJtiUSiioii to iccc-piinct; or .^jjertion. hi couru an:!
- pil'IiiUiQi of '.'i\i tOtJi tor iOCfpttC, .''j.j^^C'iu inC pUC
.
'.. 5J':eC i'CA'.Lci
I are iiSO prOVi'jed.
set aail^ ''il
clear all
use TFUS index TPUBARS2
stor* ' ' to fICHOICE
do Jhiie upper (flCHQICE) 5 ' A&CDEFGHIJKLII'
iiori • ' to HCHGICE, .IDEVICE
store to ilSUBACC, flACCPUB, HSiJEPUB, ilSUBREJ
store '0 to HCDUNTACC, ^ICGUNTREJ, !1CCUNT?UB, :1CGjNT!1GD, :1CC!UNTT0T
itote to tIPROPACC, .IPROPREJ, ,1PR0PPUB, MPROPTOT, flMODTItlE
aiore J CO :1SLBACC33, -lACCFUBSi], ;1SUBPUB3Q, rlSUBREJS!:, uSUBaCRJSQ
i^ori to JIMQCTI^ESQ, MSBACRJDEV
=:ore to :1SuBACCDEV, HSUBREJDEV, flSUBPUBDEV, ;1ACCP^EDEV
go top
:Iear
•jet forfaat to listarei
read
oiost lorrsat




if .not. upper (hCHQICE) $ 'ABCDEFGHUKLH'
clear
iet color to Ty,+w
^ 15,21 3ay 'Invalid selection
'
e 16,25 53y 'PriSi any key to try agai.n,'
set color '0 w,*y
wait "
loop
er.dif uCKOICE .uOt. AcLBErSHIJf-.Lor.i
clear
i Ifib aay 'Do you want output to the (S)creen ' + ;
or frJrinter^ ' get ^DEVICE picture 'a'
.-eaQ
c i ear
-1 2,15 say 'Processirig t.ie oaic. Tile, ^'lease oe patient..."
1. upper i.iwcVii.c; - r
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i C 1. a C >' 1 '.
irtu. . liL'tv li^L.
tc ;;fi,'it
if Upper (ilCHGICE) =
"... t r. ; r,i; I _ .
-i ;
, 1 ,^ . .. i 4"UT "C'-, - '0!




r Mt*-i ' ~ ' rr - '^ T "
if upper (flCKOICE) = 'C
store 'SNF?' to WH
endif IICHQICE = DNFP
:' upper (MCHOICE) ^ 'D'
store 'HCaSI' ^o 'AKEA
enc:f fICHGICE = HC3SI
i! upper • ALrij^Lz.) - z.
ifcOr e ' IC3-' to hAREA
ehUi i .itPUi'^C - iOj
, f n'.niir?'>'ri^r''"r! = ' F'
-i-... J»i'->jr-i i. . ij»r.r».
?f;ijii li'^nUi'.i. - .(r.iiCu
:: jpper:?1CHCICE) = 'G'
store 'OFT' to MAREA
endif ;iCHt]ICE = OPT
if upper iilCHOICE- = 'H'
atu! ir uhr ' ij ;ihr.L;-i
It upper '.iiUhCiUE; = 'I'
eridif :iCHCICE = PSI^IM
if upper i.ilUHUi Li:; = 'J'
Store '2IEE,1' to MAREA
eridif HCHGICE = SIESil
if upper ^;iCrD:CE; = 'K'
enaif fICHGICE = 3SPS
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• ' .J " I ' rt * -^ ^ _ '^ ". T •
enai r il'^nuii.c - jr in
if upper '.rlCHGICEJ = "M'
iijfj "All.' to flAREA
enaif nCHQICE = ALL
if upper (ilAREA) = 'ALL'
at fil^if to
el3e
Bet filter to AREA = '1AREA
enai t nhccn - iLi.
.;:iint for aCCCjDE = 'R' to HCQlliNIREJ
coiint for ACCCCDE = '?' to rlCDbNTPUB
loufu for ^CDTI^E / to ^ICOUNTflQD
go top
do while -«iio:. eof >)
T- ?:iia records taseu upon acceptance cofle ifid store
•{ tiiae to cilcuUte seafvi iiiu itdiidird ievij'iofis
store ;iMQDTIr!E r [ICDTIhE to :*^GD:I^E
store nnCDi:?1E£Q - ilQDTIrlE a 2 to n:iGD:iI1E3S
if ACCCGBE = 'A'
s:cre nSyBACC t iArRJDATE-3UBDATE-^GD:::iE; to ^ISUBACC
store HSUEACCSQ + (ACRJDATE-SUBDATE-rtOCTIflE) U 2 to fISUBACCSG
tfrlul ! novvuLC - n
store i;=u£pcj T i.rtL,\-ji'nlh-aL;i:.!-.iiL.--iu«,'i i.iL/ tu ricubhc^
j; ; « -r---.-inr _ 1 0'
,-r, rr..' T'- •".--'-•.-r M^r'^'MC' •••• " -- MCllpCir TCP
if ACCCQDE = 'P'
store :1SUBPUB + (FuBDATE-SUBDATE-^ODTIIiE) to [iSUBPUB
store flSUBPUBSQ t (PUBDATE-SJBDAiE-flODTItlE) U 2 to MSUEFUBSQ
store HACCPUB + iPUBDATE-ACRJDATE-IIQDTIflE) to :1ACCFUB
store HACCPUBSQ + (PUBDATE-ACPJDATE-MODTIilE) t!: 2 to "ACir'JESS




store fISUBACC / ilCOUNTACC to rlAVESUSACC
stor* IISUBREJ / :1CGUNTREJ to rlMESLERE:
store ilSUEPUB / [1CCUNTPL; to flAVESySFUB
3ti'Ji i JnLi.. JD , iil/uuili. -w •U linVC.-i'v-^. iB
store
store hCCUNTACC r ^iCOUNTREJ + HCDliNTPUB :o HCGUN
iiore flMQDTIME / ilCGUNhlOD to :iAyE!lOCT?!
'» uiiculate perciJuaQsi for each Catejor/i
store nCGUNTACC / HCQUNTTOT t 100 to MPRQPACC
store HCOUNTREJ / MCOUNTTOT t 100 to ;1PRCPREJ
store HCOUNTPUE / ?1CGUflTTQT i iCO to ^FRQPPUB
s:;re JiPRGPACC ^ HFRQPFUB to ilACCRATE
i iviliulite sj-sncard jeviatiOiis usiiig the oofiiputitiotial equati
score 541 ?!•.'. '^'iCjLirii iii^'L i !lbli;AL-U5i*; ..TjUBACt f+ 2)} I
{
;«.•-.*! KIT.i.--.- :» - (j;--r.! jiiT .^T-M---- -. i . ij--»' ir .* .-. -.r r> j
..:v-j jr< irfv^^ ! .. " nOuJii I M'v'v,' ; v'.- n-juOMivi-L'tv
stc-e scir:;-;1C3UNTREJ * lOBREJSQ) - ^IISbBREJ n ;)) /
;
I.
.i'vJljnir.Cg 'r+ ^ - MvUulil iMl- ; ; ,-J HwUDKCJlfti
siore sqrti.ulCG-JNTPUB i fISUcPUSSQ; - .iiSUBPUB ti- D) I ]
(IICCUNTPUB « 2 - fICGUNTPUB)) to flSUBPyBDEV
3i,jrc iqrt V .. ..iL-jLirti. Lit- t> ilfiUuruDit./ - i.uh^-wruif i>-t> ,.; . , j
(fiCGUNIFCE a 1 - MCQUNTPUBi) to MACCPUBDEV
store sqrti^uHCGUNTACC - iiCOUNTREJ) J HSLBACRJES' - {^r^SUBACC
liSuBREJ) :?:? :) / ((HCGUNTACC + MCCUNTREJ) U
(iICGjNTACG - flCCUNTREJ))) to fISEACRJDEV
s:ore sqrt (i'.?iCCuNT:iOD i illiODTInESQ) - ilitlGDTIrlE il 2: ) /
;
(HCGUNTHOD « 2 - riCCUNTilOD;) to ilhODIIllDEV
ci ear















• * r r
jUD'iUSSi on CO
idvEBUSREJ pi'ture "Yi'Yi.'V




i 7,17 say IAVEACCRE: pitturi '9939.9'
a ^33 say :iSEAi:RJDEV picture '999.9'
'-iih'.,- :::.;.n to puiil icat 1 On
"
')
-. J I i. ZA\ w LIU III « = ^ 1
3, 47 say ?1AVE£U£FII£ cicture
a 3,53 say nSLIBPUBDEV picture '999.9'
53
; :, ib si'J "rtCC jpri.'i :iti.:tr
•:•
, Icr say .'lOtJi :i:iti'jti tiiie'
I
10, 5S 5ay /1M0DT::1DEV ^jicture '555.:
C;.^-i»irtiJC
1j, li. Say m.'.spteQ
;3,30 iay MCQUNTACC pictu,'* "ii'j'S'
15,39 5ay MPRQPACC picture '395.39'
li,32 iay 'Acceptance"
17,12 say "Rejected"
17,30 say ;1CQUNTREJ picture '5555'
17,3: say ^FROPREJ picture '555.55'
L , jw zij hat
i
19,12 say 'Puoiished"
15,30 say ilCQUNTPUe picture '5595'
15,35 say ;'!FRCPPUB picture '555.55'




.... ii T - f - I "
...., ;t 33/ i'jtai
21,25 say ^COUNTT]! picture '53395'
21.35 say nPROPTOT picture '599.53'
It upper '.(IDEV ICE) = 'P'
clear
eject
set device to screen
i -2,l5 say 'rr;;i;i;ig coi^pieurd. Press any '.ey
vai: "
i 23,0 clear











i iTila prC5'"-S 'iii if'CiUVe '< delste 'iCOras Oy ilib.'.il 3ii'V"i
: K ' i H M r .-5 r . i r' ! H Ad5r ir^r l^luii :rjrbor-, if'Jinr.'zs, ir'Utin'.
; i -1. .
:34 "AUTH i^dex lAUTHSBiJ, '-^^'NAriE
;o vHi is • ii
3eUct TPUB
d J.IO say 'SubBii35ioti riuaioer to arcruvtf i delete (RETURN to qui




set color to t'j, tv
i 1^,10 iay '2uw;iU55ion nuiacer ' - tmii'lARCGEU) " ;iot in database
a 16,20 =ay 'Press any key to continue.'
wait
"
.r 5f *, TW
go .Cp
^OOp
^iiu» . i'j i
















i.'ie siij.'.u ssiOii ('iU.tber oi tnis rec
SUBNuflB
'ITt
_L . .. ; . ...!
OfO :;
ili,^:.'.' was iasl^t.fU tj af ;:
h,"", I.".
SliEDAc:
me jCieptaiice or .- ejection dat^ *'as:
55
1.5; :s:'
3 lv,4i ny F'UBC'hTE
i 11, :: 5ij '"--i i-:i:;r,i^ iujject canirqary -iurjc^rs in:"
e ii,Jw 3-1; v.-?i,iu,i3.
5 l.ijjj iiy .-rtiNLiilBZ
i i3,Cj siy '.AlNcilBo
d 13,12 say 'The first of ' t sir'AUTHQRS, 1; •* ' aui;iioi(i
@ 15,55 say TFIRSTAUTH
S 16,12 say "Title:"
@ 16,13 say TITLE
S 13,0
Set color to +«,+v
accept 'Is this the rjccrd ;0u want to archive/deiete vi/N)!' ' to HCELETE
Srt color to w,tv
.f upper :;iC£wET£; = 'Y'
C;C'Se OikSiJaSeS
r=i TPUBHS: wide.; TPHST33N, TPHAR33
Jppeflu '('.ilk ir.ji: hjf jui.>wi.o - ^a* '.icnr.i^jDi*.'
use .PJj mitfA irUboDN, irliOnKss, .rtorilw
deUte-fDr SUBMUHB = /aKMARCSBN)
use 'AUTHHST mdes TAHST3EN, THATNArlE
append-. frofii TAUTH for 3UBNUMB = .ai !!1ARC3Ef{}
use TAUTH index TAUTHSBN, TATNAIIE
d*Ut* all for 3UB:iU:iB = vaH!-ARC3BN;
c^osc da^acases
use TPUB iiiOex 'FUBSBN, TPC3ARSS, TPU3ACC
SrUct 2







-I say 'FacKing *:li£.....iiay take a vHile DO NOT .'iTti^riLP
:.5e TPuB ;nc^: "PuBSBN, TPUEARSB, TFUBACC
J iC ;•.





!; Thi5 prograai will arcnive i deUte all lecoria thac havi beeti published,
i Th-ac IS --- iiiciiptjcpze coue '.(iCCCODE) = 'F'.
act ittiettfd on
ijse TFUB inde:<, TFUBACC, TF'JBSBN, TPUBrtRSB
stot'ij •' ' to MOKn'r
9 2,10 say 'All records tnat have an acceptance code of puolished {?)
3 3,10 say 'will be archived and deleted froa the raain data base.'
set color to ty,+w
'I 5,10 say 'Do you really want to do this (Y/N)? ' get liOKAY picture 'a'
read
set color to *,tw
if upper (ilQKAY) </ 'Y'
return
endi? rtOKAr .not. "Y"
m color to tv, TV
@ 2,20 say 'Please be patient
S 3,20 say 'This faay take a while
set color to w,+w
if upper ulOKAY) = 'Y'
use TFUB inde^ TPU3ACC, TPUB3BN, TPUBARSB
do wnile .not. eofO
locate for ACCCODE = 'F'
store 3UBNU;iB :o tISUENUfIB
if SUBNUMB =
exit
eiiui i wUEhUnS = u
close databases
ase ir-JsHji index irHSiSBN, Tr'HAKSB
append fro;,, IPUB for bliBNUHB = HSUENUflE
use TFUB index TFUE3BN, TPUBARS3, TPUEACC
delete for 3U3NUi1B = ;l3u8Niji!S
use TAUThKST index TAHSTSBN, THATiJAilE
append fro^i TAU^H for 3USNUHB = tlSUBNLiiB
use TAUTH index TAUTH3BN, TATNA.1E
delete all for SUBNUMB = .13UBNUME
use TPUe .ndeA rPuBaCC, TPUBSBtl, TPIIBARSB
enddo ,noi. eofO
endif HQKAY = 'Y'
pack







i Thia „ioauis iiiiili deUte Eirgie ciccriis in the pablication aata
t jase and ali ctcordi :ri '.ne iutr.of aau oaae ior a given iuoiaiaiion
+ nuiiioer 3iJB;>ljI1B:i
cUar
i j,li say ''If you are not certaifi about itie aubnussion"
@ 4,19 -aay "nuabei', you ^ij want to exu Una prograa and"
9 5,19 5ay "seiect option 3 (revisw) of tht ,'iiain ;ienu to"
@ 6, 1'} aay 'verify the nuabers of the records tt-,at you"
a 7,13 say 'uant ';o delete fro.'a the data base."
select I
use TPUB index TP'JBEBN, T^UZAPSS, T^ii^ACC
select ;




store ' 'to ,1D£L33N
'1 2,10 za, "Enter sutiaussion nuaber to delete i.KETURN ;o ^uit;: ;
get iICElSBN picture ^''rYi'i'i'
. iaa







set color to +w,tw
i 15,20 iay 'Subtiiission nuaoer ' + tr;;i;(i';LELSEN; + ' not icuna.'
'"i Io,20 say 'Press any key to try a new nuruber.'
wait''
cl ear
set color to w,+w
lOOp
end it eofO
set relation to SUBNUI1E into TAUTH
store TAuTH -•• i.A3TNA"t to .r ..^birtUirl
set relation :o
store recnoU to ilDELREC
clear
i 5,12 say "The suDiTiission nuuider of this record is:'
5^
a 5,34 iay SUSriUnB
i 5,12 say 'The status code is:"
'^ bfOi. say .i>.'.'VuL/u
3 "(1'. Si/ "The at'wicie was asaijried to area:"
S 7,4fa say AREA
a 3,12 say "It was subaitted on:"
e 3,33 say 3UBDATE
9 9,12 say 'The acceptance or rejection date was:"
a 9,50 say ACRJDATE
9 10,12 say "The article was published on:"
9 10,42 say PUBDATE
i il,12 say "The assigned subject category numbers are:"
§ 11,55 say ChTNUtiBl
5 12,55 say CAT;iUfie2
'i 13,55 say CATfiUHBS
S li,ii say itus dfticie was in niodification for i.days.':'
a 14,57 say ?IODTiHE
5 15,12 say 'The first of ' + si;ri AUTHORS, 1^ + ' authoris) is:'
'i i.',o.' aay I r ir.jlAijiri
i lu, .^ Sdy I itie:
a io, 1: say TITLE
- 13,0
set color-' to +w,+«
accept 'Is this the record you want to delete (Y/N)"' ' to MDELETE
set color to w,+w





delete ah tor SUb^iUflB = val (r{DcL35N>
trliil , i.wLLclL - ;
. .^j. feiri!"'fnr' i
—
^r _ t
efiuuu nUftci/tuc 1 c - li.










t ^.avd '.: control isltftioiii iita arcjuving recorai to the nistoricil f:
zinc
:.iar
i :,^'r iiy '!. Ijieti ;or a apecific"
a 9,33 iay '5aQai=;iun nuaoec."
3 :l,29 say '2. Archive 5( d*Ute for a"
a 12,33 say ''subriijsion nLi;ioer."
§ 14,23 say "3. Arc:nve i delete all records'
i 15,33 say "tha; iiave ceen published.''
§ lb, 33 say 'Acceptance code = r.''
S 18,2'9 say "RETURN - to eut this fiienu."
a i.O,Jj say 'E;iier selection: "
S 20,31 iec ;1DELCHQIC£ picture '»'
.-eaa
:' aDELCrlOICE = " '
exit
do case
case itSELCHOICE -- ' V
'.a at ii.^L.v."lw
. .1 - ..
do aRC nc:







6 J-riNa:: CJSiSano to iult c.Ui^lriQ fiCwCZ'z,
^ «j ^ i i Li u A . . J ^ w •.' 1 4
f
i ! ^ w n '.
aSi .ALiiH . uijtfS ;AL'THS::N, TATNAliE
3tor* .T. t-: ^^flQREEDIT
store ' ' ;: rIACCCGDE, flRACCCODE
store to HMODTIflE
.:iear
. L . . . f » i. . w/^'lDV!Mkjn
ikv, le iij ,1uUDrilJi:a
! 2,10 iiy 'Enter suosiiiiion nusiber to eCit uetwirr; to quit); ';
grt r13UB;iU;;£ pic;ure "iYiiV







set color to ^'.,-^'i
•3 c •.,•. ^
i n,-J} say
^liDiiUSSiOr) " tri jii.'ibuBiiUi'li;) " ' iiot '"'•
Press any key to enter a new (luaoer.""
ii' color to W,tW
Cirir
loop
set relation to subnusc into TAL'TH
store lAtich ', LrtSTNAnE iO <-^r-.u.i-J.
set relation to
11 -lUwvuLC - ..
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liz format tc pube:::
Cridl'^i riti^s liiLl) :u;.tLr,w, iUinUr.St wUOi.hlt| ^ni.<uiii31f uniiiLiiC, lrli,4unCw, nr.Li^f n-.w^uL'Cf nt.".j.rt:t,f
'Z i 5 S I Cl ;' .'a L C
store ACCCODE to ,'^RACCCuDE
if flACCCODE = '!1' .ma. URaCCCODE O '«'
5tore '.uaitt'. )-mCRJDATE} to flADDTItlE
store :1M0DT:ME t MADDTIME to WODTIHE
replace MQDTIilE with HHQDTIME for SUBNUMB = valiilSUSNCilB)
store ' * to HACCCQDE, .iRACCCODE
3:ore ; to ^MQDTIfiE
release ilAODTIME
endif flACCCGDE = '^ .and. ^RhCCCDDE .: ':i'
rtfleastf ..iiiJui ..it
se.iii TA'JTH
Cra.'Vje 'l^iuS jUiiiUilb, -.-iGuinfiC., riKui-.^hflt:, nrriL.rtiL., ni/Lr.tiJi, .iUur.Cjj*.,
EHUKB = valiflSUENU^iS)
>






^ j,i3 5ay '1. Edit the publicauons iaiihasi,'
3 7,13 say '2. Edi: iaa ioitors and 3IG chairsisn files.'
3 3,15 say 'RETURN - exit tliis i^enu.'
; 11,13 lij 'EiUsf ci'iOiCs; ' '2ii .luHQilt
rsad
do ti'ai






i 'hi5 progriiii allowi ^di'ing of ihe area editor and cIQ Lhi;,r;ii;i
+ ;;i?orrj.i' ;ofi ziHC ^pori 3ijl';ct--'l itrj,
u5i 'A^EA i.OiiSj. ip.REAi.
'.L :i'(
'J'J «(l. . w . 1
'. 4 r 3
1
store ' ' to ImkEA
itori* ' ' to ilcDbl'j
@ 9,10 5ay 'Which area would /ou like to eui: '"ETURN to quit)? ';
lit :1Ak£A pi::urc '::;!"
5 il,10 say 'DABN DIS DNFF HCSSl 1C3 NRMEE'
3 12,10 say 'GFT ORP PSIHH 3IE311 33r3 Sr'A'
eXlt
sndif
3 1",^U 13; 'Do you want to sdit intorjiatiot' tor
i 15,20 say 'arta ?:.:of' (E) or 3IG chairraan (S)'!
read
.lie
' get ilEDSIG piciure 'A'





'.',2J 5a/ '.r.«'aiid area aeiec^iori - ' *• ."A.<'-A - ' f
1,J. aay 'rress ariy ke) vo try again.'
zolor to w,*u
if .rsoti ^^Der 'lEDilj/ * £2'
clear
c lj,i.O say 'Iri/aiid cnoice r- ' *• litubia
' I for itiforiiatioti to edit.
'





if dpper '.,'\EiI5I'j;' = 'E'
clear
5tt 'Qf'.iiaZ to I EDITOR
f^t\-
-l\ir 1... i"--^' . V.-"r'-




- . 4. *- . ;. J. _ T -•.-
3t:« i 'Ji aid* i'J I ui'J
.c.i - Htthin
close foraat






« Thii program will tesi tor articlts tnai ;idVi :ec;" i;"; review
» o^twetri i'-j Ziji -i 4C''' Q3;3j ibO days 'i ^I'U diysj ^, J jiys /. j&o uiyij
f ]&5 days plus. waC,"l = :ji'a tha^ .aeetS ^he SelcCteC :;'i»ci'li -l.i jj





:. e b 'J a i fv '-/ 1 I
:iear
SiieCt 1
use TF'UB index TPUBARSS





3 1,1; i=y "Th:= Module checks me age of"
3 4,25 iay 'aubaiasior.; still in review'
5 6,25 say "A. Af:icle5 in review frora'
Li f ^O - -1 . ^^ *- .--,1.1,- '
e /,i3 bay j ':j iJiJtUlV;.
~i 7,^j bay Ci nr..L.c3 iti i^view iruSi
^ l0,29 3iy "I to i (tiOiithi.
"
i 12,25 say "C. Articles in review froir'
2 13,2'3 say "'i i.ion:hs to 1 year."
'i ij,».J aa/ J. rtli.i. itfi it! reViSW i ur
i l£,2'i ;ay "fhore than 1 year,"
3 i5,25 say "RETURN - to exit this iienu."




:o .lule upper (KCHOICE) $ ' AECDEfGHUKLH'
ilear
set for(iiat to








i Iji-l li'j' 'iiivj.ic iti'^c t ion
2 liji^ii say f'x iS3 aiiy Miy to v'y igairii
set color to y,+w
•wait ''
. hCHQICE = ' '
• OGp
iiidif ^CHOICE .not. 'ABCDEFaHIJKLor f1'
i' upper (MCH9ICE: - 'A'
:: *JJ t JrtDii .- .\hr.Zn
^ndif ICHOICE = DASN
i' upper 'flCHGICE} - "E'
5 tors D»3' to .lA.'.Ln
end It ilCHOICE = DIS
1 1 'ipptft '..iLriUii.::.' - t
itoi'i "ill'?' to ilAREA
endif fICHOICE = DNF?
i? upper (ilCHGICE) = 'D'
enoif HCHQICE = HCS3I
:f upper ulCHOICE) = 'E'
store 'iCS' to MAREA
'-i'l!'.: " '^i-H!" ! ' - = 1^"
'Jpt-*
itori :,-:iEE' to ..ARE
ena;; ilCHuICE = NR[1EE
if upper (^iCHOICE^ = '3'
store 'OFT' to HAREA
end:' "CHQICE = GPT
if upper (MCHGICE) = 'H'
end if .^CHOICE = QRP
I • t I • I I
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if upper i.HCHOICE" = T
3:ore 'PSI^H' tc ;1AR£A
end if i'lCHQICE = PS I KM
if upper- (.choice; = 'J'
store '5IE5H' to :iARErt
enaif MCHOICE = 3IE3«
if upper (MCHQICE) = 'tC
store '33P3' to ,^AR£A
endif HCHQICE = 33PS
if iipperLHCHGi:£; = 'L"
store 'SFTA' to ,iAREA
endif MCHCICE = SFTA
if upper (^ICHQICE} = 'H'
i'ljii ViLL' to .'1Ak£A
endif NCKOICE = ALL
li ijpper Irirt^tA.' - .ilL
5et-.'i»^er ;o
else
set filter ;o AREA = ?1AREA
endif :tAREA = 'AL.'
clear
dc -.'hile ifioti eof'}
; ; .
-..-..^nY,!- _ | y ,
store iditeO-SUBDATE) to HAGEHQLD
if uppeririAGECHEC;;) = 'A'
if ^Ai3EH0LC /= 50 .and. mAijEHOLC < 130
set relation ;; sujnUiiiQ i.-ico TrtUlH
store TAUTH -> LA3TNAHE to TFIRSTAUTH
set relit ion :o
.1 ...
; 3,10 say 'Subniissicn nuinber :s; '
i j,o-j say bbBflUIIB pioture 'iij'
a 6,1C say 'Review area is: '+tri!ii(nREA)
@ 7,10 say TITLE
68









etidif HAGEHOLC ':0 to 130
131 f ^AGECHECK = 'A'
if upper (ilAGECHECK
if liAGEHOLB /= 130 .and. ^AGEHOLD ; 270
5et teiiuo;i'tc SUBNUilE into TAUTH
iiO'e lAuTH -/ Lab'TNAiiE to TFlRSTAij'iH
•it i^^lition ;::
clear
i j,i'v 2-3/ SilQFili 551 1-tl MUliibei' is;
a j,uij' 5dy buSNUrtE picture '@b'
a u,i'J 3dy i'.eVlew at ci ls, -ZT la-.nr.cn:
2 7, 10 3ay TITLE
ii ijiO 5ay 'This nocjaiefit was saajiitted Ok
e iv,iU 3iy Lays eiipseu aldCe 5UC,'ui iilOti '.
a 10,42 say ilAGEHOLD picture 'ab'
'2 4 1, IV 2iy ii'ie ..r2» Ji " 2 ii r i.rtij , r.or.;-, »
.
':: i.fuj 2<iy I r ir.>j I hLi I
n
a 1 4 )
wait rrjij ii'iy k.ey 50 COt'it itlUe. .
,
Tuuif liAGEHQLD 130 to 270
-I ^ - -
.' r
'
r r r. * T * '. • ' '
CtiJi. i.OublirtiCyT
.
aUiii'-'l . 2 ,' 12.
enaif rIAGECHECK =
( M"r-ijr.-i/-: _ I r t, - ^ . .,:<.. r-r I T "I. :
li .Ifi'JCVjU- /- -. U .atlu. lhaL.~L..u' . ^uC;
22. :' eiaukUH V'J wUijriUldu Iiit'j ; riu J n
Store iAUiH -'.•• uAoiNAIIE to iFIRbiAuTrl
Sei relation tO
clear
i 5,10 say 'Sabiuissio;! nuiicer is: '
3 j,jj 2dy jboN'jicO fii. tlirt du
vi j,!'.' say .^evitw area is: 'triui^AritA,'
i 7,10 say riT'.E
i! :,lO say 'i.'llS doCU.TietU waS Subttiltted Otl
9 10,10 say 'Days elapsed since SubmlSSlOii;
6q
i 10,42 say MAGEHOLL' '^ic'/^a '5b'
^ [1,10 say 'Tm first ot ' t 5tr jiJiHGRS, 1; ^




Fresi any key to continue
:l'i-1l I ilAuEhOLi; w7v to 3o3
iiitnorrs;' is;
enaif rlAGECHECK = 'C
if upper (ilAbECHECK/ = 'D'
if rlASEHCLD / 253
Set ."ilition tc suonuab into TAL'TH
store TAUTH -) lASTNAHE tc TFIRSTAUIH
5«» fiiiZ'.'jC. iO
c 4 e a r
§
-,10 Say 'jubaijSion riuaDef :s:
j,-» say :uCnui.j pii..urtf 20
i b,ll' Sfii^ 'review ires is; ' Ttriiu!.AKirt;
a 7, 10 s-sy TITLE
3 'ijlO say 'This coca&ent was siibmit^ed on ' + dtoc'SUBDATE)^'.'
i 10, iC say 'Days elapsed sicice suoiiiission:
i 10,42 sa/ IIAGEnQLD picture '^b'.
-• 9 11,10 say 'The first c; ' * suiAUTHGRS,!) + ' author^s. is: '
'i il,u9 say TFiRSTALiH
wait r'fess any Key ^o cciitinue
enacf ilAGEHQLD 3£S^




..._;; r - "rnr _ > u.f
if eofO
c iO,itj 5dy r^.uLiiii^riu .uiiiLCihJ.
'3 21,14 say 'If none dispiayea, none withiti specif.ea iqs.'
i






itore ' ' t.: ^lAQECHECK,
•'jlcaSe .li'iREA
enddo
< c « ^^l 1
1
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T- iiiT J 1 • 1 AC
Wda new a.'tMUi !« autnori
. . ; . . I ' . » c





U5e ifub .;iUtf.\ IrUOuCt*, ;r-tH!^u, irwartf-iC
select 2
use TAUTH indeA TAUTH3SN, TATNAME
do while .1.
store spaced 00) to ^,TITL£
•:itif
ielec:: TPjB
i 2,10 say 'Enter article ntie for new entry '100 !,ii ! '





;eplice TITLE witn :1TITLE
replace SuSNUHB with HSUBNDiie
: rpldus flLutJlr'u Jl».. ."
replace SiJB3ATE with aate^-
die if




store AUTHORS to ?!AUTHjr:£
seicc; I iiu i n
store 1 CO AUTKCOliNT
ao while AUTHCQliNT <= i1AUTHCR3













i This iS the fuain mm for ;he CRSA puQlicationa systein.
set talk 0(f
near
5;ore ' ' to flDATECHECi^
. _,_. -_, -oday 15 - cdcj'dcteO^ * 'r ' + ciiiotuludateO) +
'
3triday(date(;),2) + ', ' + 5trtyear{dateO},4) + '.'
S 4,20 say 'If this is not the correct date enter H then-
a 5,20 aay 'reboot your systen with the current date/
@ 7,20 say 'If the aate is correct then hit 1 to continue.'
5 3,20 say 'Enter N or Y: ' get MDATECHECK
read
if up pen; MDATECHECK) = "N"
endif MDATECHECK
...... It i. . . L .
,
. .
do while upper (CHOICE; $ ' 123456'
•fDG wHILc loop will redisplay aenu unless k or RETURN,
clear
a 5,20 say "Publications Data Base Systea'
3 7,20"say 'Make your selection from the following listi
-i ?,20 say "1. Add new entries'
Ed;t esisting records'
Riview/F'rin; entries"
Check age of publications'
Report statistics''
jeistf;/ Mf i.tU ve rsi.urCa
:0 say "X. Exit to DOS"
'^ iay ^RETURN Exit to DBAoE^
,20 55y 'Enter selection: ' get CHOICE
J •
H A












case CHOICE = '1'
.... -i|nT--r _ ^•
do TEDlTfINU
case CHOICE = '3'
do trprt:inu















i Tins -^foqiiu will test for articlis :.-;i: iiave bj*n in re.icw
* 365 days plus. Each record that lueets che selected criteria will be
Jijpia/eG to cite screeti,
set talk off
store ' ' to ilAGECKECK, .ICHQICE, .lAREA
clear
select 1
use TFUB index TPUBARS3
aeitf*.t i.
use TAUTH ii;zi?. TAUTriSBN'





1 3,23 say ''This iwdule checks tiie age of'
i 4,25 say 'siidisissions itill iri review'
'i QjiiZ say 'li. nf'iCies i.i .'"eview trom'
5 7,;3 say "3 to 6 aonths."
i 3,25 say ''B. Articles in review froa"
i 10, 2S Sly 'b to i iiionths.
"
§ 12,25 say "C. Articles m review froi»°
3 13,2"3 say '"3 aoriths to 1 year. '
3 15,25 say 'D. Articles in review for"
a lb,2'i say 'more than 1 year."
S 18,25 say 'RETURN - to exit tnis aenu."
5 20,23 say 'Enter your choice: ' ge: nAbECHECk picture 'a'
read
i ; ilAGECHECK = ' '
endif flAGECHEu
;al
do while upper (riCHOICE) ; ' ABCDEPaHIJKLil'
go top
clear
set iorfnat to LISTAREA
read
close format




ii .iiot. upper' i.riL-riC-.-Ej » ' Abl'DEFGHIJRLiI'
i ibflj say 'Press atvy key co try igdi;K'
Set color 1 w , +w
nCHOICE = ' '
loop
endif nCHOICE .not. 'ABCDEFoHIJKLor :V
Clear
I i appef '.rii.-nUiLu; - ri
3 tut s Urtoir tu liMr.hn
-ndif iiCHQICE = DABN
It upper (flCHG ICE) = 'S'
store 'DI3' to llAREA
endif ilCHGICE = DI3
if upper (HCKOICE) = 'C
3i'j( i uiir r to nrtKtrt
endif i1CH0::£ = DNFP
if upper (fICHOICE) = 'D'
store 'r;CS3I' to nAREA
endif HCHCICE = HC33I
if upper (.nCHCICE) = 'E'
store '[C3' to HAREA
enaif HCHOICE = IC3
if upper (fICHQICE) = 'F'
store 'NRHEE' ^j hAREA
endif MCHQICE = NRHEE
if upper (fICHOICE) = 'G'
store 'OPT' to fiAREA
endif riCHQICE = OFT
it upper i. iiL.i'j.oL./ - h
store 'GRP' jo uAREA
endi; fICHOICE = ORP
7?
;f upper if1CHQi:£) = 'I' .
sndif MCHQICE = PSI^IM
if upper (MCHQ ICE) = 'J'
store 'SIESH' to r.AREA
end if ilCHQICE = SIESH
If upper (JICHOICE) = 'K'
store '3SFS' to MAREA
endit MCKQICE = 53FS
if appert.MCHOICE) = 'L'
store 'SFTA' :o 1AREA
end if ^CHOICE = SFTA
;f upper '.f^CHQirE: = ^r
st-j.'i 'fiuu' to i'lAf^EA
endif MCHOICE = ALL
if upper (flAREA) = 'ALL'
serfilter to
else
set filter to AREA = liAREA
eridir ilAREA = 'ALL'
clear
i 4,15 say 'Processing recoras. Please DO NOT IMTERRUPT I'
do while .not. eofi)
Store id-iCei.)-Su3DATEj to HAGEHGLD
if upper (ilASECHECiO = 'A'
if MASEHOLD /= '30 .and. 1IA6EKGLD . 130
set relation to sadiiuiiiu into iAUiK
store TAiJTH -/ .aSTiiAflE to TFIRSTAUTH
Set relation to
clear
•^ 5,10 say 'Suoaassion nuiuber is: '
9 3,32 say SUENUhB picture 'db'
i 5,10 say 'Review area is; '+triiii(AP.EA;
a 7,10 say TITLE
7^
a 9,i0 iay 'This docuaieni; *a5 iLiDaiUia on ' + dtociSUBDATE)-*-' .
'
a lO,10 say 'Days eiapsio aince 5uc!iiissiu?i; '
i ;0,42.5ay ilAaEHCLD picture 'ab'
a 11,10 5iy 'Th« fi;Sv of ' t itriAUTHQRS, 1; t ' author (3) n:
'
a 11,3'3 5ay TFIRSTAUTH
9 14,0
wait ' rciBs any key to continue
'
etidif ilAQEHQLD 'iO to 130
endif MA6ECHECK = 'A'
if upper iHAGECHECK) = 'S'
if ;iA6EHQLD >= ICO .and. HASEHOLD < 270
iet relation to SUBNUtlB ituo TAUTH
5tore lAUTH -; LA3TNAHE to TFIRSTAUTH
set relation to
clear
3 5,10 say 'Subaussion riuuiber is:
a 5,35 say SUBNUMB picture 'ab'
@ D,10 say 'Review area is: '+triiii(AREA)
S 7,10 say TITLE
-•" § 9,10 say 'This document was submitted on •' + dtoc(3ijBDATE)+'.'
a I0,i0 say 'Days elapsed since suboission;
3 10,42 say "AbEHOLD picture 'ab'
@ 11,10 say 'The first of ' + str(AUTHGRS,l) ^ ' auihorisi is: '
a 11,33 say TFIRSTAyTH
@ 14,0
wait ' Press any key to continue. '
iiiQii iIAqEKQLD ISO to 270
enaif ^AGECHECK = '3'
if upper (nAijcCHECK) = 'C
if riAGEHGLD >= 270 .and.. MAGEHQLD < 365 . .
set relation to subnusid into TAUTH
store TAUTH -> LASTNAtlE to TFIRSTAUTH
set relation to
clear
a 5,10 say 'Subisission number is: '
a 5,33 lii 3UBNUKB picture '§b'
a 3,10 say 'Review area is: '+cri;ii(AftEA)
§ 7,10 say TITLE
a J, 10 say 'This docu&ient was Subtiucted on ' + dtoci.SL;BDATE;+'.'
a 10,10 say "Days elapsed since subsission: '
7q
S 10,4: 2ay I'lAaEriOLD picture '^ib'-
@ 11,10 Eiy "lu iuiX of ' t Etf (AUTHORS,!) - ' a(i:lior;:5; i5: '




Pf ;5s any key to ccntiriuet .......
'
riidir' icAGEHOLD 270 to 363
tftidif rlAjECHECK = "C
if lipp^r(MAbECHECK) = 'D'
:f ;iA6EH0LD ) 365
5tft I'iiitiut; to iUuCiJiiic into TA'UTH
store TAUTH -> LAST.'JAHE to TFIRSTAUTH
set relauon to
tiiaf
S 5,10 say '3ub»is5ion nutuoer ls:
@ 5,33 say SUBNUfie picture '5b'
I Q,10 say 'Review area is: '^tna'.nREA;
tj
f
i'j say 1 1 1 Lc
^ '3,10 say 'Tins docusuetu was suomitted on ' t atociSliELATE.-''.'
S 1C,10 say 'Days elapsed since suoiiiissior, ;
•• § 10,42 say HAGEHQLD picture -jt'
5 11,10 say 'The first of ' + sir ;ALITHGRS,1; ^ ' authon.s) is: '
g 11,39 say TFIRSTAUTH
(i 14,0
wai: ' Press any f.ey to continue '
endi f rtAGEHGLD 365*-




endlf AivLuiJUL - ri"'
ikip
i: eoiU
9 :0,2& say 'PROCESSING CUMFLETED."
S 21,14 i^y 'If none displayea, none within specified age.'









itore ' ' to HCKuIlE






> I uppi' 'liL'.l ;n! -
Use TAUTHhsT iniex TnHSTSBfi
use TFUBHST index TPHARSB
else
.
. . . t •.
act'.'. ^
jse TAUTH i"de.; TAuTHSBN
Ec.ei;^ i
use TPUB inaex 7'JEn,i.33
• \
-if t H " ^ T * _ ' ." V . 'J '
tfilUl; ilLlrtin - i^OiiT
stcf-e to ncauNT
d:j Jiule .7..




9 2,10 Hay 'fihich icceptafici stdtus code wouid you like to'
:^
-3,10 say 'review iH,A,S,? 0( ;i/ (RETURN to quit;: ';
luini^w fn ^ J ^l z a
if .ISTATUS = ' '
endii '13TA71;S = -.EiJRN
11 ..•lu*. Ufifef i.Huirt . Ju.' * n.ir,-,,
clear
-i iw,-. sdy '( iiiii.,ippe;' i.MSTAT'JS; i ^ ' r.ot a /and ataius code.




. J . i . . t. • • • 1 r - . . ti
»




:-. -'( .- ;^j: , f ) - I '
£ " f ,





"- r'i -. z 1 K 4 li 'J *. i ~ /
» f -•'^-i-lM
J - all I.
I
u I .TiNUi..'
rrr.Tk'r' _ ••^'-.Tkir-^ .
...i, _l.. .t-t- Tjtit--'^ 'Oir.iniJ. - JiT.litOi + aUDai;! -.Ol.'.i.JiJ-., Ip
3tof* 3TRIN81 to MTITLEl
if lsni3TRING2) =
a V ij ,' tt j i i\ i lib - i. -! n i I I Lcl
if UiuSTRINGo) =
ators string: to htitle:
K = it ':' ,3TRI.'iij3)
3TRING2 = SiRIiiG2 i- substnS'RINGS, l,i(-l)
4 27
atorc 3TRING2 i;c hTi:LE2




1 i jppi'' iluh I ni
3t:t rclitioti t:; SUBNUfiS into TAiJIriHST
a.-Jii l.luinhb; -, LrtOlli.lflC '.U iiLrlj i NAliL
zil ;'ei.atiU(l to
i^t r -lit 1 Oil to oUBNUHE mto 'AUTH
store lAUTH -/ .ASIiiA^IE to :iLA3:::Ar1h




f upper 'IIULITFLii .' =
si', print jri






? 'AREA: 't AREA + ' A/R: * t dtoclACRJDATE) -
'
>f • J. >f-Ti f I
• II I i I >L4
T
.1 i 1 I _c>
_
-'Jo: Tij;,.,(. ruiL'n.i. ' - .11.,
i
siljTMfr.
. ;^, r^v^iMC? ,'--••., <'T'Jl"lvC r! + )l)+.' ri". 'I.
,--.T*:i'un* ^ I • 1* ."-'!'; JC" - ' * - '\"''!!MG?
vAlKjl.D. * T l^rti.iU.it.. ' ^ i.-rtiKU.iOj
fi = ?!l.UMr'-!'!;-!! ^ I
' c<
It upper (..Cliirwi, - F
10






i f upper ::iCUT?'iJT; =
If liCCUNT = 4
T.-ii'i Hit dfiy Key
iiCGUNT =
eriui t
;c continue...; 3) to iSort... 'to liKEY









@ 22,20 say 'End of file. ..Processing coffiplete...'
@ 23,10 say 'If no records displayed, status code not in database I'
@ 24,25 say 'Press any key to continue.'
wait "




. J I :. - 'L<r'*" » Ti''?








} Th.i prograsi pritita ou; ati abbreviatru iofiiiat ot all recoro:
t in the ddtaodii.
5tft talk off
i f upper ^.'IDrtlA; = 'H'
select 2
use lAUTHHSI incex TAHSTSBN
use TPUBHST index TPHARSB
else
select 2
use TAUTH index TAUTH33N
select 1
use TPUB indeA TPUBARSB
endif tIDATA = 'CorH'




do »fhile .not. eofO
store ' '"'to "IKEV
store space (35) to flTilLEl, nTITLEi, ilIITLEo
store substr (TITLE, 1,35) to STRINSl
store substr (TITLE, 3S, 35) to STKiNij'..
store subst'lTITLE,71,35.' to 3TRING3
:; len(STRI(JG2) =
3;,ore jlRiiJbi to ililiLL.;
else
J - at \ (Oij'.iiibi./
STRING; = 3TRING1 + substr i3TRING2, 1,J-1/
STRIN&2 = substr^3TRi:JG2,M,35-J)
store STRING! to MTITLEl
if len(STRi;^6Z; =
store STklNGl to HTiTLEl
if i en (STRINGS) =
store 3TRING2 to t1TITLE2
else
3TRING2 = 3TRING2 t substr (STRINGS, i,i(-l)
STRINGS = substr (STRINGS, K+l,35-i()
86
if Ien(STRING3) =
store STRIN62 to :1TITLE2
else
store STRIfJG2 to liy:TL£2





if upper (HDATA) = 'H'
set reiatiOM to SUBNUnB into lAUTHHST
store TAUTKH3T -> lASTNAHE to ;1LA3TfJAME
set reiiviOii to
else
set relation to 3UBNUI1B into TAUTH
store TAUTH -> LASTNAHE to MLASTNAHE
set relation to
endif "
if upper (fiOiJTrlll) =
set print on








? 'NUI1B: 'tstr(SuBNUrIB,5) + ' 3L1B: +dtoc(SCBDAT£}t' 'rrmi^El
? 'AREA: '+ AREA + ' A/R: ' t dtoc(ACRJDATE) t ' ' t 11TITLE2
? 'STAT; '+ ACCCODE +' PUB: ' Tdtoc (PUBDATE) + ' ' + MTITLE;
? 'AUTHOR: '+HLASTNAME+' C+stri AUTHORS, 1)+' ;'+' CAT: +;
CATfJUilBl T • ' f CATNIJ!1B2 t • ' + CATNUHB3
7
MCOUNT = HCQUNT + 1
87
if upper (MOUTPUT) = 'P'
if MCQUNT = 10
eject




if upper (MOUTPUT) = 'S'
if MCQUNT = 4
wait ' Hit any key to continue. ..(Q) to abort...' to HKEY
MCQUNT =
endif











i 22,20 say 'End of file... Processing coiipiete...'








t This progriiu prints out an ibbreviattd forDiat of ziLiLiiH records
% Njr a specifieij area editor coce ve.g., DABN, OFT, etc^i.
£et talk off
if upper (tIDATA) = 'H'
seieLb i.
use TAUTHH3T index TAHST3BN
select 1
use TPUBHST index TPHSTSBN, TPHARSB
else
select 2
use TAUTH index TAOTHoBN
select 1
use TFUB index TPUBARSB
endii MDATA - 'CorH'
store 1 to MPAUL
store ' ' to riAREA
do while .1.
store ' - ' to flAREA
clear
S 3,i0 say 'ytuch area would you like to review (RETURN to quit): ';





end if (lAREA = RETURN
ii .not. upperCflAREA) $ '/DABN /DIS /DNFP /HCSSI/ICS /NR!1EE'+ j
'/OPT /QRP /PSIfm/SIESfi/SSPS /3FTA
'
Ciear
a .5,27 say triauupperirlAREA)) + ' invalid selection.'
§ 16,27 say 'Hit any key to try again.'
.ait "
store ' ' to I1AREA
loop
endif .not. /alid AREA
act ilitet i,u Hr%cn - Uppsi ulAKiinJ
go top
do while .not. eofO
89
store • ' to flKEY
iiore 5pacei35) to ^TITLEl, fITITLE:, IITIT.EZ
store 3ubstr(TITLE,l,3S; to ^IRlllz:
store suDstr(T::LE,36,35) to STRINS2
store substr (TITLE, 71,35) to STRINGS
if len(3TRiN62} =
store 3TRING1 to HTITLEi
else
J = ate ',3TRING2)
string; = STRiNGl t substr(STRING2, :,J-1)
STRING2 = siiDstr(STRING2,J+l,35-J)
store STRIfJGl to liTITLEl
if IentSTRIN62) =
store STRING! to fITITLEl
else
if Ien(S:RING3) =
store 3TRING2 to f1TITLE2
else
K = a:;' ', STRINGS)
STRING2 = STRING2 + sudstriSTRUlGS, 1,K-1)
STRINGS = substr (3TRIN83,K+1,35-K)
if ien (STRINGS/ =
store 5TRING2 to MTITLEZ
else
store STRIN62 to ;1TITLE2





if upper (HDATA) = 'H-'
set relation tc SUBNUMB into TAUTHHST
store TAUTHHST -;- LASTNAHE to ilLASTNAilE
set ;eiation to
else
set relation to SjBNUilB into TAUTH




if upper (HOUTPUT) = 'P'
s*t print on
Set .'liar 51.'; :o j







? 'NUJ1B: •tstr(3UBNU!1B,5)+' SUB: 'Tdtoc(3yBDATE)r' '+ HTITLEl
? 'AREA: '+ AREA t ' A/R: ' r dtoc ;ACRJDATE) + ' " + I1TITLE2
^ '3TAT: '+ ACCCCDE +' PUB: ' +iitoc(PUBDATE) + ' ' r :itiTlE2
? 'AUTHOR: •tf1LASTNAilE+' C+str (AUTHORS, 1 ) + ")'+' CAT; '-;
CATNUtlBl T ' ' + CATNUHB2 + ' ' + CAINUflBS
t1CGUNf-= hCQUNT r 1
if upper (flQUTPUT) = 'P"
If ;1CQUNT = 10
eject




if upper (HOUTPUT) = 'S'
i f MCGUNT = 4
wait ' Hit any key to continue... (S) to abort. ..'to "KEY
tICGb'NT =
endif










§ 22,20 5ay 'Etid ot fiU.. .Processing complctt...'
8 23,11 5ay 'If no records displayed, selected area not in database''
@ 24,25 say 'Press any key to ; jntinae. '
wait "
enaif
If upper (HOUTFlil) = '3'
ilCiiUNT =
end if








r This progras) prints out an aDbreviated forfitat of records based
t upon suoject category nuiOer.
set talk off
if upperiMDATrti = 'H'
select i
use TAUTHHST index TAHSTSBN
select 1
uSe iPUBHci index Tr'HARSB
else
select 2.
use lALliH index TaUTHSBN
select 1
i, f up. AT' _ I ,- . .. !I
store 1 to rIPAGE
store to MCOUNI
store ' • to NGAT
do while .r.-
store ' ' :g HKEY
store ' • to MCi
clear
§ 2,20 say 'what subject caiegory nuiuber do you'
Q 3,20 say 'want to look at (RETURN to quit); '
;
get HCAT picture 'Ml'
read
,f hCAT f I
endif fICAT = RETURN
set filter to CATNU.iBl = HCAT .or. CATNUf1E2 = nCAT
;
.or. CATNUtlBS = 1ICAT
go top
do *iule .not. eotij
store 5pace(35) to MTITLEl, I1TITLE2, I1TITLE3
store suDstr (TITLE, 1,35; to STRING!
store sufastr (TITLE, 3S, 35) to 3TRIiN62
store sudstr '. : ITL£,71, j!J;' to aTRiNliS
if len(3TRING2) = D
93
store STRIliGl to rITITwEl
I? lie
S-RifiQl = STRINGl - Eub=t;-v3TRING2,l,J-l)
Store STRINGi to MTITLEl
if le:USTRIN62) =
5tore STRING! to I^TITLEl
if leri(S7RI'lG3) =
store 3TRING2 !0 flTIT^EZ
K = iii ' ' ,STRiNG3)
3TRING2 = 3TRING2 + suDatr (STRiflGS, 1,K-1)
STRINGS = 5ub5tr (STRINGS, K+l,35-K)
If Un{STRING3; =
store STRING2 to MTITLE2
else
store STRING2 to I1TITLE2





if upper ulDATA.i = *H-
set reUtion to SUBNUliB into TAliTHHST
sc^re TAUTHHST -> LASTNAflE to flLASTNAME
set reldiion to
iiSe
set relation to SUBNUHB into TA'JTH
store TAUTH -> LASTNAME to MLASTNAME
endif
if upper CIQUTPUT) = 'P'
set pruu on
set iTiargm to j







? 'NUnE: '+itr:SUENU;iB,5) + ^ SUB: '+dtoc(3UBDATE)+' '+ :1TITLE1
? 'AREA: '+ AREA + ' A/R: " + dtoc(ACRJDATE) + ' ' + f1TITLE2
? 'STAT: 't ACCCGDE +' FOB: ' +atGCipyBDAT£) + ' ' + MTITLES
•?
'AUTHOR: '+{1LASTNAME+' t'^str (AUTHORS, lir' )' + ' CAT: '+;
CATNUHBl + ' ' T CATNUMB2 t ' ' + CATNUMB3
MCQUNT = ,1C0UNT + 1
if upper (ituUTPUT) = 'F'
if HCQUNT = 10
eject




if upper (hOUTPUT) ^ '3'
if TICOUNT = 4














3 21 1 U '..ia(
S 22,20 53) 'Eria of tiIe....-roci55irig coapiete...'
S 23,10 5dy 'I' no rscords displayed, category nmhvf not m database!'
















t This pro^raiii pridti ;ut aii abDreviated toriiat ot selected
t SUui'iiiSilOM riUdiueri.
Set calk off
i: upper (MDATA) - "H'
Select 1
Use I (iLf i nfi-j I iiiuex iHnaiuir*
Select 1
use TPUBHST index TFH3TS3N, TPHAR3B
Biiect 2
use TAUrH index TAL'THSBN
Select i
use TFUB inoeA TFU333N, TPUBARSB, TPU3ACC
end It tlDAlA = 'CorH'




store •' - 'to HSUBNUME
@ 2,10 say 'Enter ^uhiussion nuiiider to review (return to quit): ';
get fISUBNUilB picture ":99'i3-^
read
i i n-jiJOi-iuflb - •










set cjior to -f-Witw
S lo,20 say
"
Subaission " + triiuihSLiBNUlIB) + '' not in database."
§ 16,20 say
"
Press any key to enter a new nuraber."
Wdl 'j




5tore 5pactv35) :o ^ITIT.El, ilTITLEZ, :1TITLE3
5tort 5ubslf (TITLE, 1,35;' to STRINGl
store suDStr (TITLE, 3S, 35) to 3TRING2
5tofe siibstr (TITLE, 71,35) ;o STRINGj
It letUbTRINGZ) =
store 3TRING1 to MTITLEl
else
J = at;' ',3TRI!iG2)
STRINiJI = STRINGl + suustr (STRING:, I, J-l)
STRING2 = sub5tr':3TRING2,J+l,35-J)
5tore 3TR1NGI to UTITLEl
if len(STRING2) =
store 3TRING1 to MTITLEl
if len(3TRING3) =
store 3TRING2 to t1TlTLE2
K = ate ', STRINGS)
string: = string: t substr (strings, 1,K-1)
STRINGS = 5ub5tr(STRING3,Ktl,35-K)
if letu STRINGS) =
ore SiRIr^bi iu niiiuci
else
store STRI^JG: to i1TITLE2





if dpper(ilDrtTA) = 'H'
sei, relition to SUBNUilB into TAUTHHST
siors TAGTHHST -: lASTNAHE to HLASTHAhE
set r el ill. on iO
else
set relation to SUBNUhE into TAUTH
98
5toft TAUTH -/ LA3TNA?1E to iiLASTNAHE
5tft relation to
end if
if uppefillOUTPUT) = ^F'
set print on
set [I'ldrgin to 5





^ 'NOflB: >5tn3UBNU;iB,5)f 3UB: 'rdtoc(3yBDATE) + ' '+ «TITLE1
? 'AREA: 't AREA - ' A/R: ' r jtociACRJDATEJ + ' ' + HTITLE2
? 'STAT: '+ ACCCQDE +' FUE: ' Tdtcc.FUBDATE) + ' ' + f1TITLE3
? 'AUTHOR: '+HLASTNAf!Er' C+str ^AUTHuRS, 1) + ' )'+' CAT: 'i;
CAT^UHEl r • ' r CATNUflBZ + ' ' t CATNONBS
HCOliNT = HCOIJNT + i
if upper (?iOUTPiJT) = 'P'
eject




if upper (HGUTPUTJ = 'S'
1 i lioLiUi^l - i








t This progfdiii prints oai an aDbceviated forrnat of selected
.{ sabfliasioci nuiiibsrs for authors of articUa.
5et talk off
do while .1.
store • • to liKEV
Select 1
use TAUTHH3T index TAHST3BN, THATNAME
Select 1
use TAUTH index TAUTHSBN, TATNAME
do while .T.
store ' ' to MLIST
clear
5 2,28 say 'AUTHCR SELECTION MENU'
e 4,13 say 'A. All authors sorted by last m&t,'
S 5,18 say 'L. All authors tor yiven last naiie.'
^ 0,13 say 'N. All authors for given submission namOer.'
i 3,1b say 'RETURN - to exit.' get ilLIST picture 'a'
read
if .not. upper (t1LI3T) % > ALN'
clear
set color to +w,+w
3 20,20 say 'invalid listing selection i ' •> ?1LIST + ' *.'
§ 21,23 say 'Press any key to continue.'
wait
"





if fILlST = ' '
exit
end if
. i Upper uiLij 1 ; - rt
i : upper(MDATA) = 'H'
select TAliiHHST
set index to THaTHAME
100
go top
zii kiuca to lATNAfiE
go top
tfflGi I nDmn - oOf H'
endit HLIST = 'A'
if upper(ilLIST) = 'L'
if upper(!lDATA) = 'H'
select TAUTHH3T





set index to TATNAtlE
go top
endif HDATA = 'Corlr
enuif MLI3T = 'L'
if upperiilLIST) = 'N'
if upper (ilDATA) = 'H'
select TAUTHHST




set index to TAUTHSBN
go top
endif IlDATA = 'H'
endif HLIST = 'W
store 1 to HPAGE
store to tiCQUNT
uo while .T.
if upperCHLlST) - -U
store spscellj.; to mwASTiNAJIE
clear
e 2,10 say 'Enter author last nasie to r.-view (return to quit): '
101
@ 3,10 gtt ;1La3TNAHE
read
if linitrirnHLASTNAhE}) = •)
end if
set filter to LASTNAME = flLAST^lAllE
go top
endif ;1LI3T ^ 'L'
if upper .ilLIST) = 'N'
clear
store ' 'to MSUBNUHB
e 2,10 say 'Enter aubmiision iiuiiioer to review irrtarn to quit): ';
iet HSliSiiUMB picture 'imV
read




i f eo i
c I ear
aet color to +w,+v
@ 15,20 say
"
Eubfiiission ' + :riJii,H£UBNy;iB) +
;
not H'l database.'
3 15,20 say " Press any key to enter a new nuttber."
wait "





set filter to SUBNUfIB = vaKIISUBNUrlS)
go top
endif ilLISI = 'N'
do *nile .not. eoft.
)
store ' ' to ilKEY
if upper (MOUTPUT) = 'P'
102
set print un
Set iiidrgiM to 1





? tri!ii(LA3TNAnE)+', 'TtrinuFIRSTNAME)t ' Sub S: ' +
;
5tr(3UBNUHe,5;
: nr t iLiHlt
? trim(ADDRE3Sli r ' ' + triiB(ADDRES52)
? tria(CITY) + ', ' + tnfitSTATE) r ' ' t ZIP + ' ' + PHONE
MCQUNT = NCQUNT + i
i f upper itiuUTPUT) = 'P'
if ;1CQLINT = iO
eject
I1PA5E = nPASE T 1
endif
. .. J : I
enul r
if upper (nOUTFUT) = 'S'
i! nCQUNT = 4
Wdit
'
hit any key to continue.. . tS) to iuort...' to rlKEY
MCQUNT =
endif














§ 23,20 say 'End of file. ..Processing coiplete...'




if upper (HKEY) = 'Q'
exit
endif MKEY = 'Q'
store ' ' to MSUBNUMB











! Thii pfograai printB out infuraiation on trie variOjS 313 :har;',aii"i.
.-
-.e- » 3 1 L .- ** ^
U5e TAREA index TAREA2
do whili .1.
store ' ' ;o [1AREA
clear
§ I,iO say 'l^hich area would you like to review (RETURN to quit). ';
get ilAREA picture 'AAAAA'
r eao
if ;iAREA = '
if .not. upperlMAREA) $ '/DABN /DIS /DNFP /HCSSI/ICS /NRMEE'+
;
'/OPT ;ORP /PSIHM/SIESH/SSPS /3FTA '
clear
set color to +'.',+w
i 15,27 iiay tria(upperi.fiAREA)) + ' invalid selection.'
9 16, i7 say 'Hit any f.ey to try again.'




endif .not. valid AREA
set filter to AREA = upper(IIAREA)
go top
do while .noc. eofO
if upper (MOUTPUT) = 'P'
set print on
set liiargii'i to j









? 'Editor: " t tfUii'.FIRSTNArtE) + ' ' ^ ;.-iii(Ln3TNAnE}
? AFFILIrtlE
? tfi!ii(AL'DRE3Sli t • ' + trifii(ADDRE3S2)
? triUiCITV^ ^ ', ^ uifiHSTATEj t ' ' + ZIP + ' '+ PHONE
;1C3'JNT = MCOUNT + 1
if upper (HOUTPlJTi = 'P'
if ;1CQUNT = 3
eject











iO say 'End of file. ..Processing coaplete...'




ij say ;-res3 any Key uo convinue.
1
1








i This prcgraii prints Miailitig labels for eitrier the area editors
»• or the cii'j iharrtfidru Label loriiis are liiiiueC iO oj ctiaraoters





store ' • to fILASEL
store ' ' :o ;iPRINT
@ 2,17 say 'youid you like to print labels for the area'
a 3,14 say '(E)ditors or the SIG (Ohairuen (RETURN to quit): '
;
jtt fiLABEL pi: tare 'a'
r ead
if .not. upper (ULABEL) $ ' C£'
clear
set color to ^w,-w
e iw,..u iay lilVdilU 'at.tfi. ,.Oti i ' liUrtDti
5 15,28 say 'Hit any key to continue.'
set col'or to w,+w
+.
loop
endif liLAEEL .not. ' CorE'
clear
if MLABEL = ' '
exit
endif rlLABEL = RETURN
do Mfuie .T.
.tore ' ' to liECRFRN
clear
9 2,10 say 'tJouid you like output to the {S.'creen or (F)rinter? '
@ 3,26 say '(RETURN to quit)? ' get HSCRPRfJ picture 'a'
read
if .not. upper (ilSCRPRN) 5 ' 3?'
clear
3 15,27 say 'Invalid selection + ' t liSCRFRN + ' *.'





if ;{SCRPRN = • '
6.x it
endif fISCRPRN = RETLRN
if upper (HUBEL) = 'E'
if upper tJISCRPRN) = 'P'
cUar
Bet cjlor to +w,-!-u
^ 15,24 53y 'Asiuce that the printer is ready.'
@ 16,20 say 'Enter (3) to yo... riny other key to abort.' ;
get tIPRINT picture 'a'
mi
set color to y,+y
if ..-iot. upper i.HPRINT) = 'G'
,-.
. . f
endif HPRINT .not 'G'
label foriii 'EDITOR saaple to print
else
label form TEDITOR sanple
endif MSCRPRN = 'F'
endif .iLABEL = 'E'





1 1 Upf-ii '.ii3-^r.rKi</ - -'
clear
set color to +w,tw
1 15,24 say 'Assure that the printer is ready.'
a 1&,20 say 'Enter (G) to go... Any other key to abort.'
;
get MPRINT picture '«'
r ead
if .not. upper (rlPRINT) - '3'
libel fora Tblb sawple to print
else
lOR
label forai ISIS iaaple
enaif M3CRFRN = 'P'






% This prograiii pritus ou; liif.jfaiation on the various SIS chaircien.
aet talk off
use TAREA inde?. TAREAZ
i^jfc i to liFAGt
store to MCOUNT
do wliiie .T.
store ' 'to ilAREA
clear
§ 2,10 say 'Uhich area '^^ould you like to ie»iew (RETURN to quit): ';
get IlAREA picture 'AAAAA'
read
if IlAREA = ' '
exit
ena if !iAREA = RETURN
if .not. upperiflAREAi i '/DABN /DIS /DFiJF ,HCS5I/IC3 /NRflEE't ;
'/OFT /QRF /FSIi'1M/3IESt1/S3F3 /3PTA '
clear
set color to +w,+w
g 13,2r7 say trinUuppersHAREA)) + ' invalid selection.'
i 16,27 sa y 'Hit ac.y key to t.-'/ agairi.'
set color to w,+w
wait
"
store ' ' to hAREA
1 uOp
end it .not. valid AREA
set filter to AREA = upper (MAREA)
go cop
do whi le .not. eof i.)
if upper (KQUTPUT) = '?'
set print on
set I'sargin to 5
1 f fICQUNT =





? 'SlS-Chairinan ('+triaiLipper(HAREA) it"); 'rtfiiiiSISCHAIR)
: Ohh" iwirtiC
: i.t liiiv-jriuiirvtuuii + + If iIii'-.urti)iJr'..ubijiJ
; tf iiiiioLi 1 1 / ^ ( *" t( 1,J'.ooIhIc; t • ' r aij,- + ' + jrHUfK
MCQUNT = MCOUNT t 1
if apper(ilGUTPUT) = 'F'
if liCuuN'T = 10
eject









@ 22,20 53y 'Ena of file...Pfoce5sirig coiiiplete...'
e 23,11 3iy 'If no recofds dispiayed, selected arei not m datadasel'












t This program prints out a listing of the subjec: category
i nuttbers a/io t.-ieir .eiptctive titles.
set til',: cff
do while .T.
use TSUBCAT liiije.i TdUBCATZ
do «ihile .7.
store ' ' to MUST
clear
i 2,20 say 'Would you lUe to see ail tne suDjects'
2 3,20 say '(L)isted by category number or select'
S 4,15 say 'subjects by categoty (N/umber ''RETURN to quit-'' ';
yet MLI3T piCDu.e 'a'
read
if .not. upper uiLIST) 5 ' LN'
cl ear
set color to +w,+w
•3 20,20 say 'Invalid listing selection l: ' + HLI3T r ' i.'
8 21,23 Say 'Press any key to continue.'







if ilLIST = ' •
exit
end if fILIST = RETURN




i 2,10 say 'i^oulG you like output to the (Sjcreen or iPJrinter? ';
get MSCRPRN picture 'a'
,f .not. upper iMSCRFRN) i 'SP'
112
Cleaf
aet color to +W,+W
3 i5,27 Siy •' [fiVii id StflsCtiOn ? •» nblr.r'Kii T r-.'
8 1&,27 Bay 'Hit dtiy Ksy io contitiue.'








if uppeiCILIST) = 'N'
5tufe ' to HCrtlNUHB
cUar
§ 2,iJ 5ay 'Enter category nuiiiber lo review (return to quit): ';







set color to +«,+«
a 15,27 say "Category nuaber " + flCATNUHB + " not in database.'
§ lb, 27 say "Press any key to enter a new nutaber."
Wdit




set filter to CATNUMB = HCATKUHE
go top
endif ^LIST = "N"
do Wfule .not. eof
113
3tore ' ' to ^KEY
:f upper i.MSCRPKN/ = "t
Set print on







? CrtTNUaB t ' ' + SUBJECT
fiCGUNT = nrmii + 1
if upper i.'ISCRPRN) = 'P'
1 f MCGUNT = 39
eject




if upper (^!3CRPRN) = 'S'
if upper (MLIST) = 'L'
if MCGyNT = 24
Jdit ' Hit any key to continue. .. (Q) to abort...' to rIKEY
;1CJUNT =
endif
if upper'rlKEY; = 'Q'
exit
eriul ,
endif HLIST = 'L'




3 23,20 say 'End of fils... Processing coiaplete...'
e 24,25 say 'Press any key to continue.'
wait "
end if
if upper (ilLIST) = 'L' '
exit
endif fILIST = 'L'










% TI115 program calculates the nuiuber of proposed articlei
i Uut have been iccepteo, rej-ctea, published or in
t review (.noloirigJ along with their percentage o; the iotai
I for individual areas or for the entire data base.
set talk oft
store ' ' to MDEVICE, HCHQICE
do while upper i.hCHCICEi $ ' ABCDEFGHUKLT
store ' ' to MDEVICE
store ' ' to ilCHOICE
clear
set lormat to LISTAREA
read
close foraat
if MCHQICE = ' '
exit
endif MCHQICE
if .not. upper vMCHQICE) t 'ABCDEFSHIJKLli'
clear
set C'jior to tw,+'J
@ 15,21 say "Invalid selection
'
@ lb, 2b say 'F'ress any key to try again.'





endif HCHQICE .not. 'ABCDEFGHIJKLor H'
cisar
i 2,15 say 'Do /ou want output to the i.ojcreen ' + ;
'or (F)rinter? ' get HDEVICE picture 'a'
read
clear
§ 2,15 say "Processing the data file. Please be patient...'
if upper(tiDEVICE) = 'P'
set device to print
endi! flDEVICE = 'P'
use TPUB inde.i. TPUBARSd
if upper (hCHQlCE) = 'A'
store 'DAEN' to HAREA
116
^ndif ilCHGICE = DABN
it upper iluHQil'E) = 'b'
siiait HCHOICE = DIS
if upper iHChG ICE) = 'C
store 'DNFF' to MAREA
end It" MCHQICE = DNFP
if upper (iiCHQICE) = 'D'
store 'HCSSI' to HAREA
end if ilCHQICE = HCSSI
if upperiflCHQICE) = 'E'
3i,jr e 11 j C'J iiHh.tifi
end if HCHOICE = ICS
if upper (HCHOICE) = T'
it Of e HMitL .'J ,1nKCrt
e.'luii ilunui'^L - rih.nhL
if upper (ttCHQICE) ^ "G'
store 'OPT' to MAREA
endif MCHOICE = OFT
if upper (ilCHGICE) = 'H'
store 'ORP' to HAREA
i-ndif HCHOICE = QRF
if upper (HCHOICE) = 'I'
atufe rbinri lu ilMr.Lri
enuif HCHOICE = PSIttll
if upper ..HCHOICE) = 'J'
endif ilCHGICE = SIESII
i; upper! HCHOICE) = 'K'
store 'dbri' to .'1AREA
endif HCHGICE = SSPS
if upper (nCHGICE) - 'L'
store 'aPTA' to HAhEA
endif HCHOICE = 3PTA
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if upper (fiCHQICE) = 'il'
Score 'ALL' to ilAREA
endif HCHGICE = AL.
'" MAREA = 'ALL'I J
I
count for ACCCODE = 'H' to ?1HGLDING
count for ACCCQDE = 'A' to MACCEPTED
count for ACCCODE = 'R' to tIREJECTED
count for ACCCODE = 'F' to fiPUBLISHED
count for ACCCODE = 'M' to tHIODIFY
.^ndif HARE A = 'ALL'
:f ,^,AREA <> 'ALJ
count for AREA = .1AREA .and. ACCCQDE = 'H' to tlHOLDING
count for AREA = tlAREA .and. ACCCQDE = 'A' to ilACCEPTED
count tor AREA = ilAREA .and. ACCCODE = 'R' to tIREJECTED
count for AREA = MAREA .and. ACCCCDE = 'P- to HPiJELISHED
couni for AREA = :iAREA .and. ACCCODE = 'ri' to llflQDIFY
endif
store (1H0LDING + MACCEPTED + IIREJECTED t HPUELISHED + ;
HHODIFY to MTOTAL
store :iHjtDINa / HTOTAL % 100 to tIPERCENTH
store ilACCEPTED / tITOTAL i 100 to HFERCENTA
store IIREJECTED / MTOTAL * 100 to I'IPERCENTR
store HPUBLISHED / HTOTAL :f 100 to MPERCENTP
store ilMODIFV / HTOTAL % 100 to MPERCENTH
store MPERCENTH + flPERCENTA + HPERCENTR + fiPERCEiUP + ;
riPERCENTM to HPERCENTT
a 1,0 clear
@ 3, (85-len('Stat:stiC5 for Articles m '+triiiii MAREA) )>/ ;
2 say 'Statistics for Publications iri 'tiIAREA
i 5,32 say "PUBLICATIONS STATISTICS^
% 7,29 say 'FREQUENCY PER CENT"
8 9,12 say "HOLDING"
s 5,31 say .ihUclJING picture ''Wi'V
i 5,51 say hPERCENTH picture '595.3'
a 11,12 say 'ACCEPTED'
^ 11,31 say HACCEPTED picture '9399'
@ 11,51 say flPERCENTA picture '559.9'
@ 13,12 say 'REJECTED'
3 13,31 say IIREJECTED picture '9555'
a 13,51 say hPERCENTR picture '995.3'
a 15,12 say 'PUBLISHED'
§ 15,31 say HPUBLISHED picture '5555'
i 15,51 say HPERCENTP picture '555.5'
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§ 17,12 53y 'hODIFICATIOH'
@ 17, 3i say ^[IQDIFV picture '9999'
i 17,51 say liPERCENTH picture '939.9'
^ i J , li! say I u I iit.
S 15,30 say iITQTmL picture '99999'
^ 19,51 say HPERCENTT picture '999.9'
if upper irlDEvICEi = 'P'
clear
eject
set device to screen




2 22, li! say 'Press any key to coiitiiiue''
wait "






:{: Tins prograDt rontroU the execution of revU'Witig or printing
t; the /afiouB stated optiona.
aet talk off
a;ofe ' ' to ilREVCHQICc
at.;.fe 'C to fIDATA
atore 'S' to ;1GIjTFUT
do wnile flREvCHCICE $ ' ::2^Sd73'
dear
aet ;oniai to TRFRTHNU
clo36 torriiat
:f upper ^tlREVCHQICE.' = ' '
exit
end if HREVCHOICE = RETURN
if .not. fIREVCHGICE i '12345673'
rilear
aet color to +w,+'j
il 15,20 aay 'Invalid selection
'
@ 16,20 say 'Press any key co try again.'
set color to y,+tf
wait "
;1R£VCHQKE = ' '
clear
loop
endif tiREVCHQICE .not. in "12345673'
GO case
case nRE'v'CHGICE = "i'
do TRPTP'JE
case fIREVCHQICE = '2'
do TPRIAUTH
case ;iREVChQICE = '3'
do TFRTED
case HRE'v'CHQICE = '5'
do TFRTLBL
case liREVCHOICE ^ '£'
do iPKljubJ
case ilREVCHGICE = 'V






case HREVCHQICE = '9'





case HREV'CHQICE = ' '
exi t
endcase ilREVCHQICE






I ilenu for selicting which puDlicatiens to diapiay or pcitit.
5tfi; Calk 0!,
store ' ' to HCHOICE
do while flChGICE ? ' A&LjE'
clear
@ 10,18 say 'SELECTION CRITERIGN FOR REVIEWING ARTICLES'
8 12,20 say 'A. A specific subrnsiion nuruber.'
§ 13,20 5ay 'B. A specific area.'
e 14,20 say 'C. A particular acceptance status.'
i 15,20 say ''J. A subject category number
a 16,20 say 'E. All entries ui the data oase.
§ lb, 17 say 'RETJRN - Exit this menu."
@ 20,24 say 'State yOur preference: ' get MCHCICE picture 'a'
redii
jo case
case upper ulCHOIcE) = 'A'
do TPPRT3B
case upper (iICHOICEj = 'B'
do TPPRTAR
case upper (HCHQICE) = 'C'
do TFPRTAC
case upper (HCHQICE) = '2'
ij i 1 rr. i Lit
case upper (HCHQICE) = 'E'
do TPPRTAL




store ' ' to .ICHQICE




i rlcriu for seUctitig Jtuch atatistici the user wanis to see.
-
i





3 c,20 5ay M. D
•
-f
escfiptive statistics: coutu ot
'nuader of publicatiotu lu the oata'
'base oy acceptance codes « percent.'
Hear) k standard deviation in days'
'required to accept, reject, or publisn'
'a.''!icles and acceptance rate.'
e 0,24 say
§ 7,24 say
a '3,20 say '2.
i 10,24 say
a 11,24 say
a 13,17 say 'RETURN - exit this dtenu.'
id/ CtUtff /ijU seiSUtlUli; get nLhUllC pi'. iUiS S
read




case :iiHGICE = '1'
do ^PUBSIAI
case MCHOICE -- '2'
do TALLSTAT
endcase (1CH3ICE





i 2,1 say "Subnuiaion number is:"
S 2,3£ li) SUEflJtlS picture '"iJiSJ"
S 3,2 5ay "Author's last naae (15 max);"
8 3,3b get LASTJiriilE
§ 4,2 say 'First naiue i. initiai .12 :.,a;-w;'
Q 4,3£ get FIRSTNArtE
i 5,2 say "Author's affiliation ';50 max):'
e 6,16 get AFFILIATE
§ 7,2 say "First address line (30 taax):"
@ 7,36 get ADDRESSl
3 8,2 say "Secona address line i.30 luax):"
a 3,36 get ADDRc3S2
e 3,2 say "City (.20 ;iiax..:"
@ '3,36 get CITY
^ lJ,2 say "State or Country (20 aax):"
e Iu,j6 get SiATE
5 11,2 say "Zip code anU-Un):"
@ 11,36 get ZIP
a 12,2 say "Telephone fiuiuber (tll-Ul-UU)\"
§ 12,36 get PHONE




2,2 say "Subiaiision nuaber ii (urn):"
2,36 yet SUSNUMB picture "S9933"
3,2 say "Author- 5 lait nafje ;1j aa.;):'
3,2b get LASTNAilE
4,2 say "Firs: r.aae and iratiai (12 aax):"
4,36 get FIRSTNAtlE
5,2 say "Author's affiliation (50 raax):"
0,3 get ArFiLIriTE
7,2 say "First address line (30 mx);"
7 n; ^ , i. >. rrnnr^r <
3,2 say "Secorid address line (30 isax/;"
8,36 get ADDRES32
'3,2 say "City (20 i,ai;:"
3,3o get CITY
10,2 say "State or Country (20 raax!.;"
10,36 get STATE
11,2 say "Zip code (xxxxx".^xsx/;'"
11,36 get ZIP
12,2 say "Telephone nuaoer ilU-'kU-UU);'
12,36 get FHONE
14,2 say "Hit PgDn for next author.'
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t listarea.mT
6 3,8 SAY ' 'ill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I.I 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii''/iiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
6 0,63 SAY M iLi,
@ 4,8 SAY " ' ' STATISTICS GENERATED FOR AREA:'
§ 4,50 GET achoice PICTURE 'a'
e 4,68 SAY "
f hVc^V!A^''^X'^^^''^^^^^^"W•Vl^^^^^^l^\^^^^VlVlVl^v.Vl^\v.'lVl"
fi j,oj SAY 1 1 III I
6 6,8 SAY
-"^"^
@ 5,68 SAY "
'
@ 7,8 SAY "* A. Decision Analysis B. Defense i Intl Se'
e 7,63 SAY 'c. •
'
9 8,8 SAY " '
@ 3,63 SAY ""
'
@ 9, 8 SAY
"'
C. Distribution/Networks D. Health Care"
9 9,68 SAY *'
*
@ 10,3 SAY "^ •
e 10,68 SAY '•
'
@ 11,8 SAY "' E. Computer Science F. Natural Resource"
6 11,63 SAY 'Mgiit "
'
e 12,8 SAY " ' Energy k Enviro'
@ 12,63 SAY *n(tent""
*
@ 13,3 SAY " ' "
8 13,63 SAY '•"
'
@ 14,8 SAY "' 6. Qptifiization H. OR Practice"




9 15,63 SAY ""
'
_i
e 15,3 SAY " I. Production/Scheduling/" J. Simulation/Evalua"
a 16,63 SAY 'tion '
'
9 17,8 SAY " ' Inventory/.latls Hgiflt* of Stochaitic h"
9 17,63 SAY 'odels""
'
a 18,3 SAY " ' "
§ 13,68 SAY ''
'
@ 13,8 SAY "' K. Social Sciences L. Stoch. Proc k App"
a 19,63 SAY 'liens"'
*
9 20,6 SAY " ' and PuDlic Sector "




§ 21,63 SAY ""
'
i 22,3 SAY *' H. Aggregate (all) RETURN - to exit"
fl
'<'• CO ciY '«
'
I
B ij,oo jAf ijij^jij
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t PUBEDIT.FrlT
@ 3,3 say "Subfiiisioti nutiibec {UlU)\'
@ 3,4b 5ay SLiBfJuilB picture "SS'SSS"
^ 4,3 5ay "Title (100 tiiax)'
% 5,4 gst TITLE
iz 7,3 iay "Acceptance code :);):''
3 7,46 get ACCCODE picture ';"
i 5,4 5ay "Hiin review A: accepted R: rejected'
S 9,4 say 'Fipubiibhed f1: returned for raodiiication''
@ 11,3 say "Acceptance/Rejection date (hM/DD/YY):'
i 11,46 get ACRJDATE
fl 12,3 say "Publication date ti1H/DD/YV);"
% 12,46 get PUBDATE
§ 13,3 say ^Subsission date (^f1/DD/YY):"
a 13,46 get SUBDATE
3 14,3 say "Area editor subject abbreviation (nnX):"
@ H,46 get AREA picture "!1!!1'
5 15,5 say "DABN DI3 DNFP HCSSI iCS NRhEE"
6 16,5 say "GPT ORP PSIHM SIESfl SSP3 SPTA"
§ 13,3 say "Nuaber of authors [I):"
S 18,46 get AUTHQR3 picture "V
i 19,3 say "First subject category nuuiber UXX):"
§ 19,46 get tJATNUJIBl picture "ttl"
i iO,o say "Second subject category nubiber (/(Xa):"
% 20,46 get CATNyi1B2 picture "iW
'i 21,3 say "Third subject category nuisoer (Ha):"
@ 21,46 get CATi'IUi1B3 picture "tit"
i 22,3 say 'The first of ' + str (AUTHORS,!) + ' auihof
a 22,46 say TFIRSTAUTH




& 2,2 say "Subsission tiuaber (XaXXX):"
i 2,45 gei SUENuHB picture "99999"
a 3,2 iay "Title (100 charactefi [iiax;:''
3 4,3 get TITLE
i 6,2 say "Number of authors iVr.'
e 6,45 get AUTHORS picture "9"
@ 7,2 say "Submission date (HM/OD/YY):"
e 7,45 get SUBDATE
% 8,2 say "First subject category nuiiber (lU):'
a 8,45 get CA'NUhBl picture "itsr
y 9,2 say "Second subject category nufuber (XXX):"
a 9,45 get CATfJU!1B2 picture "iJtr
@ 10,2 say "Third suoject category number (XXX):"
9 10,45 get CATNUI1B3 picture "m"
§ 11,2 say "Area editor suDject abDreviation kIUU):'
9 11,45 get AREA picture "illli"
S 12,5 say "DABN DIS DNFP HCS3I ICS HRHEE"
a 13,5 say "OPT QRP PSIMM SIESh SSFi £?TA"
@ 15,2 say "(Hit PgDn to luove to author tile.)"
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6 S,1j say "Afii:"
a 7,15 get TITLE
^ 9,l3 yei i./iSTi'lhtlE
§ 10,15 get FIRSTNAilE
e 11,15 get AFFILIATE
@ 12,15 get ADDRESS 1
§ 13,15 get ADDRE332
@ 14,15 get CITY
S 15,15 get STATE
§ 16,15 get ZIP




@ 3,12 sAv "•.hii&uukuu!.ai.LLk;i;u;kk^L'«;iiyii.iiiikUUkkUh;kkL!ikhLTllllllillllllltlliillllKllllailiitl'lllllllll.llliil II
,
i 4,12 S«/ "i ,1
i 5,12 SAf
'J
REVIE:^ i FRIMT OPTIONS 3tflK:iutu"












i 10,12 SAY ''J 3. Area editors 4. SIS Chairmen I"
S 11,12 SAY
"J 5"
i. Hailing labels 6. Sub. categories i"
J-
'. Toggle Current/Historical Status:
5ATA
3 14, bb SfiY 1''
5 15,12 SAY
"J y
e 16,12 SAV "1 8. Toggii Screen/Printer Status:"
i 16,55 say liOtJTF'JT
f: 16,66 SAY "I"
e 1/, 1*. jhi I J
,-, ( .- ( -.
-''V 'i\ V
i 20,12 SAY ^j|&kkULULb^LL^^^L^L«kLLyll^^k:JLiL^!.kki.^^^kk^!,^^^
III 111 illillllllitliiilltllliitiiliilillliXiilli I •Tl It
a , u bflv I
^ 12,12 SAY
"J
\i iu, 1^ oAi I
d 14,12 SAY
"J
@ 14,55 say MD
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+ sig.FflT
2 J, 10 say ''Area:'
3 5, lb yet AKcA
3 5, iO id/ "SIG Chair fiian;
5 S,24 get SIGCHhlR
§ 7, iO get SAFFILIaTL
e 9,10 get SADDRES32
@ 10,10 get 3CITY
a 11,10 get S3TATE
% 12,10 get 5ZIF
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